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Abstract 

 

The future of the human civilisation will most likely be determined in cities. 

In the view of anthropogenic climate change, urban settlements play a central 

role in encountering the consequences of those shifts in the global ecosystems 

as they are detrimental to humanity’s wellbeing. As adjustment is made to 

prepare for shifting conditions, this thesis considers a case of climate change 

adaptation on the local level. The investigation of Klimatilpasning Kokkedal 

is aimed at scrutinising the implementation and transformative potential of 

a home-grown flood protection project that was recently completed in 2018. 

Equipped with a scientific background, recognition from environmental 

philosophy and qualitative insights, this thesis provides an understanding 

about the biggest intervention of its kind in the Danish context. It 

particularly examines the transformative potential of climate adaptation 

measures with additional benefits for residents. 

 

Keywords: climate adaptation, urban resilience, urban sustainability, added value, 

rainwater management, transformation 
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1 Introduction 

Motivation 

This thesis is about climate change adaptation with additional value on the 

city-level. 

The motivation for choosing this topic is twofold. Firstly, the aim is to increase 

the awareness for the importance of climate adaptation on a local scale of 

human settlements, i.e. smaller and bigger towns but the findings may be useful 

for cities as well. Secondly, the paper seeks to deepen the understanding of how 

climate adaptations of an alternative approach to protection against natural 

disasters can function. Such an alternative approach is understood as a concept 

according to which climate adaptation interventions are designed to meet 

objectives beyond the mere adaptation to changing climate. The idea is to make 

the best out of the urgent necessity and achieve more than one goal 

simultaneously, e.g. by improving the local urban environment.  

Every individual counts 

Climate adaptation can happen in different sectors and on various scales: it can 

be fostered by the prevalent national or international legal framework, 

corporate or communal action. The smallest scale is conceived as the stage of 

residents themselves. This may appear counterintuitive as individuals usually 

do not have the means to stem significant climate adaptation in terms of 

physical modification of their surrounding on a town or city scale against, e.g. 

flooding or heat waves. But any community or society is constituted by the 

collective of individuals. As a group, they are crucial for climate adaptation 

because the people need to support the policy makers, businesses or corporations 

in doing projects that affect their lives or engage and organise such themselves. 

A thorough understanding of climate adaptations’ importance and value for 

current and future generations is imperative to carry out projects; especially 

when numerous stakeholders are involved. 
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Complexity 

Climate is a planet-encompassing phenomenon where local events can have effects 

on the entire system. Climate adaptation as it will be discussed in this work will 

only concern adjustments on a local level of inhabited areas. Furthermore, not 

regional climate but the adaptation to it in a spatially delimited area is considered. 

As this thesis will show, climate adaptations are complicated, if not complex 

endeavours. Their success depends, as far as it can be assessed, on the quality 

of preliminary investigations, planning, coordination, flexibility, and governing 

of all parties involved. It is later shown that without a shared conception 

regarding climate adaptation in general and a common objective regarding the 

outcome of a specific project, adaptations cannot succeed. An in many ways 

impactful climate adaptation project which is capable of drawing from many 

resources, requires the collaboration of different research and business fields. 

These parties can be political, societal or private bodies; municipalities, housing 

associations, utilities, architects, engineers, natural scientists and others. It is 

because of the intricateness of successful climate adaptation that a vast array 

of knowledge is needed to be able to perform a far-reaching adjustment.  

Awareness and understanding 

An unobscured awareness for the urgency of climate adaptation is coupled with 

a thorough understanding of how an alteration of the type in question can be 

implemented. Climate adapting conversions are site-specific. Consequently, 

there cannot be a precise blueprint or protocol which can be followed without 

further scrutiny. Each site poses different challenges but also opportunities like 

local support, suitable topography, or existing networks to give examples. The 

quandary is the number of knowledge fields, research and businesses involved, 

investors and potential approaches which can be effectively included. Due to 

usually limited time frame, budget and the number of associates, the stakes are 

high, and decision-making is problematic. Various partners in a project imply 

more opinions, interests and potentially individual constraints. Decision making 
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in the context of climate adaptation involves also uncertainty since the 

progression of earth’s climate systems is ultimately unknown, even in a 

relatively small areal. Short- and medium-term forecasts are based on 

estimations which are based on models. These in turn can never represent 

reality. Finally, a cost-benefit-analysis that is usually used for construction 

projects is more difficult here. No one knows, whether or when a climate 

adaptation will pay off, for the reason of uncertainty.  

The purpose of this work is to acquire insights about, and to showcase 

transformative potential of local-level climate adaptations in the light of the 

aforementioned alternative approach that seeks to improve the capacity to 

absorb meteorological threats and to improve local living conditions. The 

purpose is furthermore to develop an argument in favour of added value climate 

adaptations in general, although such projects can be difficult, costly, complex 

and come with risks. 

This piece of research is necessarily incomplete due to the scope of the paper 

and because of the view on a particular and local project, which in turn focusses 

primarily on water management in terms of climate adaptation. Legal, financial, 

and political considerations of local level climate adaptation are not established 

in this work. Nor does this work include the explicit discussion of social 

processes or social justice in spatial systems. 

Climate adaptation can be executed with different technical and design 

approaches that determine how built environments are adapted to increase 

urban resilience.1 This thesis present one illustrative case example with this 

ambition. 

1.1 Outline and research framework 

This thesis is divided in five segments that constitute a framework to answer a 

research question. The first is concerned with the raison d’être of this paper; a 

                                       
1 See appendix A for clarification of terms or 2.3.2 
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presentation of the chosen case study (1.2) and ends with the derivation of the 

research question (1.3). The second is subdivided into two sections of theoretical 

foundations. The first is comprised of the philosophical contribution to the 

research question and provides critical reflections on the term nature and a 

reasoning in favour of climate adaptation (2.1). The second section in this part 

provides background to the relevance of cities and water in climate adaptation 

(2.2). The scientific fundamentals and terms that are needed to comprehend 

the urgency of climate adaptations is found subsequently (2.3). The research 

framework is explained in segment on method, illuminating the twofold 

approach combining theory and qualitative findings to make an argument based 

on philosophical and scientific insights (3.1.1) and how qualitative data was 

gathered (3.1.2). The fourth part of this paper presents the Analysis. Based on 

the preceding chapters, the case example Kokkedal is analysed by examining 

the most relevant aspects of the project in terms of practical implementation 

and outcome. In doing so, both general and case-specific academic literature, 

and qualitative insights from expert interviews are applied to illuminate the 

details of the execution (4.1) and transformative potentials of the climate 

adaptation plan (4.2). Introduction, theory and investigation culminate in the 

fifth part. A summary of this paper’s findings (5.1) is followed by a critical 

consideration of its shortcomings (5.2). As humanity’s adaptation to changing 

climate is an issue which concerns all aspects of society from individual 

behaviour, governance, economy and international collaboration, the second to 

last section discusses a selection of topics that relate to this paper’s theme and 

thereby opens up for further discussion both in terms of local and global climate 

adaptation (5.3). The thesis naturally ends with the conclusion that reflects on 

the implications of theory and analysis in the given case but also on a global 

scale (5.4).  
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1.2 Presentation of the case study: Klimatilpasning Kokkedal 

Preceded by objective information on the project, the hydrological functionings 

and organisational aspects of the climate adaptation plan that serves as case 

study shall be briefly explained. A detailed assessment follows in chapter 4. 

Both aspects are important as they add to the understanding of climate 

adaptation, both in the specific case example and in general, as such projects 

do share certain characteristics, as for example the multidisciplinary character, 

or the handling of limited space. 

The town Kokkedal in the municipality of Fredensborg was hit by massive 

floods in the years 2007 and 2010, where apartments were flooded due to an 

overflow of the Usserød river which meanders through part of the town (cf. 

Fredensborg Kommune, 2019). To prevent damage due to flooding on the 

river’s east side in the future, an adaptive intervention was required and a 

competition for proposals for a climate adaptation design was set up. The 

objective was to tackle the flooding problem whilst improving the quality of life 

in the town. 

Beside the flooding-problem, Kokkedal faced “suburbia’s classic challenges” of 

isolated town areas, such as run down communal spaces and a lack of public 

life (Fredensborg Kommune, 2019). The objective of a climate protection 

intervention was therefore to solve climate-unrelated conflicts of the area at the 

same time with an adjustment to extreme weather events, as evidenced in the 

following: 

“The vision behind climate adaptation Kokkedal was therefore to 

use the climate adaptation as a possibility to connect Kokkedal 

better, to create an active urban space and to strengthen the life in 

town.” (Fredensborg Kommune, 2019) 
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Its declared goal was furthermore to show how “an acute problem with flooding 

can be turned into an opportunity to create a more attractive neighbourhood” 

(ibid.). 

The research object of investigation Klimatilpasning Kokkedal2 is at first sight 

a flood protection plan which certainly contains social aspects and the 

improving of the urban landscape. The town is located in the metropolitan area 

of Copenhagen approximately 30 kilometres north of the Danish capital. Of the 

10’000 residents, 3’000 are living in the 69-hectare sized project area. The 

construction was executed between the years 2012 and 2017 at an overall cost 

of circa 145 million Danish Crowns3 (Dahl, 2018, p. 14; Fredensborg Kommune, 

2019). The ownership of the project as well as its completion was distributed 

over several clients and contractors. On the owner side were i.a. the 

municipality of Fredensborg, housing and common welfare associations and an 

investment fund. The realisation was naturally conducted through several 

landscape-, architecture and engineering firms.4  

Landscape-based stormwater management 

The overarching de-watering principle in Kokkedal represents precisely this 

alternative approach as introduced above. The conventional approach to 

manage surplus water is to dimension an underground drainage system 

according to the estimated volumes of water. An alternative approach goes 

beyond this method and includes especially the landscape into the management 

of water (cf. Ellis, 2013; Liu & Jensen, 2018). By applying such an approach, 

objectives connected to urban space like social activities, aesthetic of place 

identity may be achieved as well (cf. Backhaus, 2012). 

                                       
2 Engl.: climate adaptation Kokkedal. 
3 Approx. 19.4 million Euro. 
4 The involved parties in detail were Fredensborg kommune, Realdania, Lokale- og Anlægsfonden, 

AB Hørsholm Kokkedal, Boligforeningen 3B, and Fredensborg forsyning on the client side; and 

Schønherr A/S, BIG and Rambøll Danmark A/S on the contractor side, supported through 

ORBICON A/S, SLA, Henning Larsen Architects, CIA, Center for Idræt og Arkitektur v/ René 

Kural. 
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In Kokkedal, the water management concept applied is one of retention and 

detention5, where water is operated in a decentralised way. The largest elements 

are recharge basins in the green area close to the river. Smaller, locally 

distributed basins for infiltration hold back smaller amounts of water.  

The potential merit of landscape-based water management in Kokkedal is to 

utilise the necessary physical manipulations of the landscape in a visually 

appealing, engaging and functional way. Some design elements may not 

contribute to the mere function of retaining or conveying water but make its 

presence and absence a design element. Two examples for this are a water-

themed playground next to the school in the town centre and the raingardens 

next to residential housing that change their look and function with the water 

level.  

Organisation and process 

Dorthe Hedensted Lund and Karina Sehested (2016) authored the report Fra 

Vision til Handling6, focussing on “collecting and disseminating the experiences 

that were created in the ‘Klimatilpasning Kokkedal’ project on process and 

organisation” (Lund & Sehested, 2016, p. 5). Besides the scientific, technical 

and societal challenges, climate adaptation processes are projects involving 

multiple stakeholders, objectives and investors and therefore pose organisational 

challenges as well. As the authors note in their report, there might be many, 

potentially conflicting interests that must be met; interdisciplinary work; the 

need for innovative and creative solutions; and effective decision making. The 

objective of long-term engagement and ownership among partners and 

stakeholders due to the time span is also required for a smooth conduct of 

operation (cf. ibid.). 

Challenges 

                                       
5 See appendix A for glossary. 
6 Engl.: From Vision to Action 
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The challenges of transforming the vision of a landscape-based climate 

adaptation protecting from flooding that at the same time creates social uplift 

into reality were naturally diverse. On the technical side there was the challenge 

of estimating and calculating the amounts of water which had to be dealt with. 

In particular, up to which maximum quantity of stormwater the measure should 

protect? The difficulty was to calculate how fast water flows, accumulates, 

infiltrates or evaporates in a system that contains different surfaces and soils. 

This was the hydrological challenge for engineers and landscape architects. On 

the social side, there was the uncertainty whether and how the creation of new 

public places would suffice in creating an increased feeling of security, place 

identity, pride, or increased social cohesion among the residents. Finally, there 

were challenges in the conduct due to the multitude of investors and 

contractors. Stakeholders from the municipality, housing associations, water 

utilities, engineers and architects have diverging mindsets, terminology and 

priorities in the project which need to be balanced out in order to reach a 

successful project outcome. In this aspect, the project also comes down to an 

organisational quest of co-management. 

The climate adaptation project of Kokkedal was chosen as a case study to 

represent how climate adaptation with additional value to the local community 

can be executed. It serves as a proof of concept how the necessity of changing 

the urban landscape to protect residents from natural disasters can be used in 

a transformative way that benefits the people. The project was unique in its 

area, time, scope and ambition, and therefore new territory for the actors 

involved (cf. Realdania, 2019). Since the project was completed successfully, 

there is something to be learned from for future projects of this kind. Equipped 

with a basic understanding of climate adaptation with added value, the next 

section motivates this paper’s research question by introducing the necessary 

terms and concepts, and elevating the discussion to a higher level, where the 

future of humanity is at stake. 
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When the expression climate adaptation with added value is used in this text, 

it is understood as a measure with the primary cause of climate adaptation and 

an additional benefit beyond that. This additional benefit, or value, may be 

diverse, but the condition to contribute to the general living conditions of the 

people concerned in a positive way by the adaptation scheme must be fulfilled. 

1.3 Research question and background 

The research question concerns the changes that local interventions to protect 

against natural disasters can have when they provide not only for the objective 

of climate adaptation, but also create additional benefits to the community. 

The guiding question of this thesis is formulated in the following way:  

RQ. How can climate adaptation interventions with additional values on 

a local level be transformative?  

The separate elements of this questions are not self-explaining. Therefore, its 

building blocks climate and weather, value and transformation are elaborated 

in the following. The adjective local refers in this work to the scope of town.  

Background on climate 

To avoid misunderstandings, a clarification of terms is in order before a 

discussion can take place. In connection with climate, it is referred to the 

definitions proposed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(hereinafter IPCC) which describes climate and climate system respectively in 

the following way: 

Climate in a narrow sense is usually defined as the average weather, or 

more rigorously, as the statistical description in terms of the mean and 

variability of relevant quantities over a period of time ranging from months 

to thousands or millions of years. The classical period for averaging these 

variables is 30 years, as defined by the World Meteorological Organization. 

The relevant quantities are most often surface variables such as 

temperature, precipitation and wind (IPCC, 2013a, p. 1450). 
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The climate system is the highly complex system consisting of five major 

components: the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the cryosphere, the 

lithosphere and the biosphere, and the interactions between them. The 

climate system evolves in time under the influence of its own internal 

dynamics and because of external forcings such as volcanic eruptions, solar 

variations and anthropogenic forcings such as the changing composition of 

the atmosphere and land use change. (IPCC, 2013a, p. 1451).7 

Based on the use of these definitions, climate adaptation is therefore conceived 

as any adjustment which is required because of the climate system, or changes 

thereof, which affect people in a way that is to be prevented. Climate change is 

not positive or negative as such; it depends on its implications and the 

perspective one assumes. Hence, adaptation is not per se not even necessary. 

However, it is to be expected that the change of the earth climate will 

increasingly result in local conditions which are diminishing the humanity’s 

quality of life through, i.a., extreme weather events like drought, heavy 

cloudbursts, hurricanes, or rising sea-level, and the consequences thereof for 

humans (cf. IPCC, 2014, 12f.). Such conditions are complex, i.e. intertwined 

due to the complexity of the climate system, and not predictable in the long 

term. This makes it difficult to cope with the consequences of climate change 

beforehand, since their occurrence can -at best- be approximated through 

probabilities. 

Increasing frequency and intensity of weather events may be regarded as the 

most striking signs of how the elemental conditions affect peoples’ quality of 

life. Such “sudden and shocking disasters” can serve to “wake us up” and create 

awareness about what is or will be detrimental for people. Although weather is 

a subset of climate, it is two separate things to be considered; and aside from 

sudden, like cloudbursts, there are slow or gradual disasters, like deterioration 

of air quality (Brennan & Lo, 2010, p. 18). Due to its time span of 30-years-

                                       
7 Emphases added. 
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intervals of weather, climate change can be considered as a slow disaster from 

a human perspective. The awareness for the duality of disasters should be kept 

in mind for the planning and assessment of climate adaptation action. 

Values 

The values which are initially intended and define climate adaptation concern 

precisely what the term expresses. To give an example, a measure to avoid the 

flooding of a settlement, e.g. a dike, qualifies as climate adaptation, given we 

assume more and heavier storm floods as a consequence of changing climate. In 

the event of a storm flood, a dike successfully preventing damage to people and 

infrastructure, would fulfil its primary, adapting function. Its primary value is 

therefore to prevent elemental damage. Strictly speaking, to costs of 

dimensioning, constructing and maintaining such a climate adaptation measure 

are only justified in the event of a storm flood; and event which cannot be 

precisely foreseen. Hence, taking the effort of building climate adaptations with 

primary value only, is always a bet and its utility remains unknown until it 

serves its purpose. 

Given the fact that the date when a climate adaptation measure pays off is 

unknown and therefore the amortisation of the investment is unknown, too, it 

seems to be reasonable to attach a secondary, immediate value to a climate 

adaptation measure. The idea is that this makes it possible to generate 

immediately value to the people concerned by the adaptation, which is in theory 

right after the construction phase is completed. To stay with the 

aforementioned example, the cost of building a dike would immediately pay off 

to a degree in case the dike offers secondary values to the people. Such could 

for example be a boardwalk on top of the dike, a platform with viewpoint, usage 

for agriculture, livestock farming, sports, recreation, education or other. In the 

course of this paper, the secondary value is also called additional or added value, 

because it is attached to the initial purpose a climate adaptation intervention 

assumes. Such added value does not have the property of reducing or preventing 
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elemental damage, but it does open up possibilities to make a virtue -benefitting 

the people immediately- out of necessity -to minimise detrimental consequences 

of natural disasters (cf. Fryd & Jensen, 2018, p. 7). 

Transformation 

To transform means to make a marked change in the form, nature or 

appearance (Oxford Dictionaries, 2019c). In the given context, the 

transformative character of the climate adaptation is approached in three 

categories. Straightforwardly is the physical, at least partly visible 

transformation of the local environment. A second type concerns the utility of 

the project, i.e. the capability to protect against future elemental damages 

resulting from climate change. A third category contains societal transformation 

and requires exposition. Attached to the latter category raises the question in 

how far a local climate adaptation intervention can transform people’s mindset, 

e.g. through the function of a showcase project or inspiration. It is assumed that 

the approval of transformative character in this category, (societal change), is 

correlated to the other two types, (physical conversion and its usefulness). 

While the utility aspect remains ultimately pending until the next natural 

disaster hits, the transformative character of the climate adaptation in terms of 

physical and societal change shall be analysed in this paper. 
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2 Theoretical foundations 

In this chapter, the theoretical bases for the later analysis are laid. In the first 

section, two cases for climate adaptation are made on philosophical grounds. 

Thereby, a basic understanding of humanity’s relationship to and dependence 

on the natural environment is provided. Furthermore, a cause to care for future 

generations is illuminated at this is important for the discussion of climate 

adaptation, too: the consideration for coming generations determines how 

generations of today proceed with the environment. Both is deemed a necessary 

prerequisite to reach a paradigm of consideration for the environment and 

thereby its inhabitants for the sake of humanity’s ongoing wellbeing.  

Understanding why urban settlements are essential in shaping the future of 

mankind and in making a change towards safe, and potentially more 

environmental-friendly habitats, is elaborated by referring to the topical 

scientific body provided by institutional reports and academic literature. 

Thereby, general terms regarding climate change and expressions exclusively 

used for the analysis of the case example are elaborated in this section as well. 

2.1 Philosophical basics 

Environmental philosophy is concerned with the ‘value and moral status of the 

environment and its non-human contents; and the relationship, human beings have 

to nature’ (cf. Brennan & Lo, 2002). Being conscious about one’s (i.e. human’s) 

standing within the environment and having an understanding about the value of 

nature is here the assumed premise for the manipulation of the environment. Ideally 

it should result in a sustainable interaction with resources, ecosystems, and future 

generations. This starting point is assumed to help answering the question why 

climate adaptation should be done at all 

In this section, two considerations are suggested. (i) Why climate adaptation 

takes place at all, and (ii) about the status and value of people and nature. The 
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two lines of consideration are largely derived from the branches of 

environmental philosophy and ethics respectively. 

(i) Any climate adaptation action involves more effort than inactivity. In 

addition, it comes with potentially high costs and uncertainty, since the climatic 

development is not foreseeable in the long term. Furthermore, why should 

people adapt to climate change, especially considering that most of its 

beneficiaries are not existing, i.e. those that are yet to be born and therefore 

entirely unknown and unrelated to those who face the efforts? Do we owe 

anything to future generations? In the related subsection, the ethical theory of 

utilitarianism is briefly introduced and followed by considerations of intra- and 

intergenerational responsibility. This concerns other humans and illuminates 

what reasons for action people have, and what we owe to others. 

(ii) Climate adaptation can entail a transformation to a state which is closer to 

the natural, especially in un-natural urban settlements. As an example, the 

urban heat island effect can be mitigated by installing green spaces with plants 

that provide shade and cool down an area through evapotranspiration (cf. Gill, 

Handley, Ennos, & Pauleit, 2007, p. 116).8 Areas prone to flooding are often re-

naturalised in a way that water flows in accordance with the topography, and 

the area can sustain or even benefit from a flooding whilst providing utility, 

e.g. recreational, for human use as well. These two examples imply that there 

is something to learn from natural processes and functionalities in natural 

ecosystems. Taking this thought further, it might be the case that problem 

solving based on biomimicry, i.e. emulating natural patterns, provides even 

better solutions than conventional technology allows at this point of time. This 

is because natural operating modes are time-tested, meaning that they were 

developed through a selection process for millions of years, while humanity’s 

                                       
8 For clarification of terms see appendix A. 
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technologies are only developing for decades or centuries (cf. Biomimicry 

Institute, 2019; Fast Company, 2011). 

The relating subsection elaborates on the state of nature, humans and the circles 

of responsibility. Such considerations encourage rethinking how humans act, or 

should act, concerning nature and their own species’ future. The inspirational 

potential of natural systems may further provide ideas on how to cope with the 

changing climate. 

2.1.1 Two case for climate adaptation 

Utilitarianism 

In the following, the most basic principles of the ethical theory utilitarianism 

are depicted. One of ethic’s big questions is how one should act. The theory of 

utilitarianism proposes an answer to this question: One should always choose 

an action with a positive outcome. 

This implies that in a moment of decision making, the available action is judged 

not regarding its moral balance but by its outcome only; given the action’s 

outcome is known. Therefore, an action that is perceived as wrong according to 

common sense (e.g. doing harm to others) can be defended, if it results in a 

desired later state. In other words, a person should act in order to generate 

utility; and furthermore, a good action is one that is valued for its consequences 

and their amount of utility, and not for the quality of the action itself. 

The notion to use pleasure as unit of utility goes back to one of the founders of 

utilitarian ethics, Jeremy Bentham (cf. Bentham, 1780, ii). According to 

Bentham, the most important consequence for actions is to produce pleasure or 

happiness; pain or suffering in turn should be avoided (cf. Brennan & Lo, 2010, 

p. 23). There can be various conceptions of utility such as preference 

satisfaction, welfare, or participation. These conceptions relate to different 

problems of this ethical theory, such as measurability, utility distribution or 

commensurability. In order not complicate the issue, this section will stick to 
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Bentham and assume pleasure and happiness in a broad way as the type of 

utility that should be sought after. 

This notion can be useful for thinking about climate adaptation-related benefits 

for the people as well, as explained in the following. For a start, consider two 

basic principles to the ethics of utilitarianism: 

· “The higher the balance of people’s happiness over suffering (call this 

balance “utility”), the better the world is. (1st utilitarian principle) 

· We have a moral duty not to make the world worse, but to make it better 

or even the best we can. (2nd utilitarian principle)” 

(ibid. p. 22) 

Returning to the given topic, why would or should people engage in climate 

adaptation measures that are expansive, costly, complex and come with 

uncertainty regarding their desired and required effectiveness? The following 

argument suggests that climate adaptation measures lead to good consequences, 

regardless whether the motivation is egoistic or considering un-real, i.e. those 

not yet born. 

Let us assume climate adaptation is carried out with the intention to prevent 

future damage caused by critical weather phenomena. This implies people want 

to protect their future selves from damage. By doing so, they are also protecting 

coming generations who are not their future selves, given the adaptation last 

for several generations. Assume further that climate adaptation does prevent 

future damage, that is harm to people. Then we can conclude that (successful) 

climate adaptation is considered good from utilitarian perspective because of its 

positive consequences, i.e. utility creation. Thus, climate adaptation measures 

should be performed, if its value for current and future generations justifies the 

initial costs. It shall be noted that the practicality of such an equation are 

disputed. 
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The simple argument above appears convincing enough to justify happiness-

increasing, or the avoidance of suffering and pain, of climate adaptation. 

Utilitarianism as the guiding ethic providing recommendations for action is not 

uncontroversial though. Consider therefore the following problems. 

One objection concerns another assumption joining the two basic principles 

above: 

A. There is a moral duty not to reduce, but to increase or even maximise 

utility. 

This seems to be a reasonable in addition to the two principles above. However, 

the conception of utility in terms of measuring is not sufficiently clear. If the 

accumulated utility of all human beings is what is ought to be increased, a 

higher rate of reproduction would be the concluding recommendation. The 

reason is that every additional individual adds to the total balance of utility, 

no matter how low the individual utility is. A behaviour following this logic 

would result in terrible conditions on earth, namely morally demanded 

overpopulation, where each added life is in fact barely worth living but ought 

to be added to increase the overall quantity. Philosopher Derek Parfit calls this 

outcome the “repugnant conclusion”, an apt description, that mankind should 

avoid (Parfit, 1984, chp. 17). 

Utilitarianism is consequently at most partially useful to guide action. Let us 

instead consider the average utility of all human beings as measurand to be 

increased. Consequently, this would imply that adding individuals to the 

existing population is only permissible according to A., if they increase the 

average utility. This implies that children who are expected to have a very good 

quality of life would not be born to parents with the highest living quality, since 

this would lower the average utility and therefore contradict with A (cf. 

Brennan & Lo, 2010, p. 26). 
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These two considerations about utilitarianisms do represent extreme cases. 

They indicate however that the focus on desirable consequences is not 

completely satisfactory as a guiding principle for action. 

In the present context of added value climate adaptation, utility in the form of 

pleasure and happiness can be a design guideline for climate adaptation action. 

For the initial objective, it is up for debate whether prevented flooding generates 

happiness in the way a pleasant surprise does. It clearly does not make the 

situation worse. The added value aspect invites further consideration; pleasure 

and happiness as design principles may on the one hand be a challenge, since it 

can be rather specific what individuals consider pleasurable and joyful; 

therefore, how can a team of designers fulfil such a principle? On the other 

hand, it may invite for close consideration of details and participatory processes, 

which in turn could result in urban spaces that benefit those who dwell. 

As has been shown, utilitarianism can be an outset to think about what actions 

should be pursued. In the view of climate’s inertia, it seems advisable to keep 

an action’s consequences in mind, particularly their long-term values. The fact 

that the utility is not predefined, can invite decision makers to involve the 

public to some degree in planning of added-value climate adaptation designs. 

Practically taken to its extremes however, utilitarianism leads to undesirable 

conditions and is hence not advised. 

Future people 

This paragraph covers the topic of responsibility to other people, especially 

those who do not exist yet. Consideration for those based on an inherent feature 

of human beings provides an additional motivation advocation climate 

adaptation besides the one presented above. The following quote captures the 

case in a frugal way, indicating that the concept of reciprocity is not necessarily 

given within the notion of intergenerational responsibility, where the current 

working generation provides for the older people’s rent. 
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“Why should I care about posterity? What’s posterity ever done for me?” 

Groucho Marx (1890-1977) 

This quote from comedian Groucho Marx is semantically witty, because it 

appears like a paradox. On the one hand the sentence hints at an obviousness: 

in our universe where time knows only one direction (forwards), future 

generations cannot care, i.e. benevolently affect their descendants. It is -to our 

best knowledge- a logical impossibility. On the other hand, the assertion 

provokes perplexity, since a second obviousness and common place tells us to 

plan and care for the future. Though if not for all generations then at least for 

our children, and they for their children and so on. 

Where common sense finds no problem, philosophers have found things to worry 

about (Brennan, Lo, 2011, p. 20). So it is here. Why should people alive at 

present care for future generations of people? What do we owe them while 

knowing, that posterity will never compensate us? 

An argument in favour might be that care is a characteristic feature of human 

beings (and many other living organisms). Implicitly, this feature is driving 

progress. Without consideration of the future and knowledge from the past, 

there might be much less or no investment, innovation and development. A 

forward-looking attitude concerns most parts of the modern human’s existence 

from politics and law to science and lifestyle. Even the mere preservation of 

knowledge, skills and technology means caring for future generations, as they 

can make use of it. 

Intragenerational responsibility automatically becomes intergenerational as 

time passes. Hence, by expanding the circle of responsibility, conservation of 

natural resources and systems suggests itself at some point. 

The argument to care for future generations is a moral one with economic 

consequences. Let us assume that future people should be cared for because 

there is a moral obligation (at least) for parents to take responsibility of their 
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children, given caring as a characteristically and deeply anchored human 

feature. This assumption is now specified and expanded. 

Transferred to the context of the human-environment relation, the common 

agreement and at the same time a premise in this argument is that “people owe 

a moral duty to [the] younger not to reduce their capacity to satisfy their needs 

and desires”. This very capacity depends both on the state of nature, i.e. natural 

resources available, and the state of technology available (Brennan & Lo, 2010, 

31f.). Consequently, current generations owe their children not to overconsume 

environmental resources, or to compensate them with “whatever it takes to 

achieve a standard of living at least as good as our own” (Solow, 1993, p. 168). 

The moral question of whom we owe what is at the same time a question raised 

in environmental economics; and what is today termed as weak sustainability 

goes back to, i.a., Nobel laureate Robert Solow. He argues that the current 

generation is “not to consume humanity’s capital”, which goes beyond (non-

)renewable resources and also includes technological knowledge, education and 

skills, in short: human capital (ibid.). The balance between irreversible 

exploitation of the planet and thereby compromising future generations’ 

wellbeing, and a reduction of the current day’s living standards, seems to be 

substitution through progress. As the following quote suggests, 

“[a] sustainable path for the economy is thus not necessarily one that 

conserves every single thing or any single thing. It is one that replaces 

whatever it takes from its inherited natural and produced endowment, its 

material and intellectual endowment.”9 (Solow, 1993, p. 168) 

Solow’s argument fits neatly into the one above. If people with the status 

parent, comply to their moral duty towards their children, then the children’s 

children are also subject to and beneficiaries of this moral duty. And their 

                                       
9 Emphasis added. 
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children, and so forth. This creates a “network of obligations among real people 

of different ages” in the words of Brennan & Lo (2010, p. 31f.). 

Assuming again that the care-obligation as a fundamental human characteristic 

is out of question. The problem left is whether it is possible to develop and pass 

on sophisticated technology capable of compensating for reduced or even 

depleted resources. Because of this uncertainty, two advances can actually be 

observed: On the one hand there is an increased focus on reducing environment-

harming activities, i.e. acting, at least implicitly, with future generations’ 

welfare in mind (consider legal bans on the use of toxins). While at the same 

time technology is improving to replace non-renewable resources (consider 

electric cars). The recent development of the sustainable development goals 

framework, and the growing industries of renewable energy production are 

examples for the two behaviours, which deal with the challenge of caring for 

posterity. In urban environments, both developments, decreasing impacts and 

increasing technological progress, find a potential to grow. 

2.1.2 Nature and values 

In this paragraph the scope of consideration is further extended. What started 

in the previous paragraph with consideration of other and future humans is now 

widened to the natural world. What does this term entail? After a clarification 

of the this, the standing of people and nature is briefly investigated and the 

idea of nature as a system to learn and benefit from is contemplated. 

What is nature at all? 

There is no universal conception of nature as an entity, but there are several 

approaches. It may, as an example, be apprehended as wilderness which is 

untouched and un-interfered by humans; or similarly as everything not human. 

This appears strange because homo sapiens appear to be, as offspring of 

evolution, at least logically a subset of nature. For religious people, nature may 

be created by divinity, or be (the) divine itself, and therefore to be appreciated. 
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However, the relation of industrialised societies towards nature in the last two 

centuries has rather been one of exploitation than of worship. 

In another, binary notion, there are different nuances of dichotomy: nature vis-

à-vis technology, human, or culture. Such a dualistic thinking seems distant 

from reality however, where things are rather located on a continuum of 

naturalness (cf. Potthast, 2019, p. 10). The attributes of natural and of non-

natural raise multiple questions, as considered in the following. 

It is a fair assumption that many people would agree that a high-rise made of 

reinforced concrete and glass windows is not natural, whilst a centuries-old 

rainforest is. Does an abandoned and forgotten city that has been reclaimed by 

flora and fauna return to nature? To give another example, in what way is a 

deliberately planted tree, i.e. by human intent to harvest fruits at some point, 

less natural than a naturally grown one? Do bred animals and plants not belong 

to the realm of nature anymore? Taking such considerations further even 

questions whether restored nature is worth less than completely human-free 

nature (cf. Brennan & Lo, 2010, p. 124). 

In the course of this work, the broad understanding of nature as suggested by 

Oxford Dictionaries will be used: 

Nature. The phenomena of the physical world collectively, including 

plants, animals, the landscape, and other features and products of the 

earth, as opposed to humans or human creations.10 (Oxford Dictionaries, 

2019a) 

Understanding nature as the not-human-created or little-interfered but keeping 

in mind the interfering activities, especially of the recent two centuries, raises 

another question. Was there a primordial balance that modern humans have 

disturbed? And further, can there be a natural balance between nature and 

humans today? Such considerations depend on the current zeitgeist and 

                                       
10 Emphasis added. 
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human’s interest in nature; specifically, whether nature is preserved, and a 

living standard maintained. Or whether resources and ecosystems are exploited 

to increase it. 

Types of value 

A key question is, whether nature is an entity acknowledged intrinsic value, i.e. 

valuable in-itself. Or whether nature is merely the human’s basis of being and 

therefore instrumental for mankind’s ongoing existence and living standard. 

These considerations eventually determine how we treat our surrounding matter 

and space. In practise, the notion of value might change, as we can observe. 

There are conservation areas that must not be exploited, but there is also 

intensive use of land and resources, e.g. in the extractive industry, in other 

areas. 

Being aware of the types of value of some parts of nature, but also of human’s 

creation can have is important, as it may affect decision making in the process 

of surface- and ecosystem-changing climate adaptation. Contemplating whether 

nature is per se intrinsically or instrumentally valuable and what the insight 

thereof means for human action would go beyond this paper’s frame. Instead I 

seek to make an argument based on risk aversion which suggests a general 

rethinking of lifestyles. 

The type of value, which is assigned then, plays at last a minor role in the 

argument when we consider the demands to technological progress posed by the 

notion of weak sustainability. Even if it is possible to create technology 

sophisticated enough to substitute resources and ecosystem functions that are 

exploited in present days, the question remains whether such technology will be 

both available soon enough and available to the whole population. In this line 

of thinking, the vague expression of time “soon enough” refers to before climatic 

changes further decrease the quality of life on earth, both significantly and wide-

ranging. The supplement “to the whole population” refers to a non-elitist, 

equitable assumption that everyone on earth deserves decent living conditions. 
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In view of current developments, e.g. population growth and further 

urbanisation, intensified industrial activities, changing global climate and loss 

of species, and increased frequency of extreme weather events, the quality of 

life is also changing for humans; if also not equally. If a new paradigm regarding 

our relation to nature is not sought after for its intrinsic value, than because 

there is no technological substitute for systemic functions of nature (cf. 

Potthast, 2019, p. 12). 

The issue of nature’s (in)disposability is implicitly in the concept of climate 

adaptation: The challenge lies in what way we as humans can “alter nature in 

a specific and controlled way, and where exactly does it escape this 

manipulability and control” (ibid.). 

Nature may have intrinsic value, but it certainly does have instrumental value 

in several aspects. Most notably, natural ecosystems contain a plethora of 

operating modes, symbiotic connections and functioning processes on all levels, 

human technology can benefit from. The current state of flora and fauna 

represents the best working processes, organisms and systems because 

everything extinct was not well-adapted enough. Natural systems should 

therefore be at least preserved on instrumental grounds as to improve human’s 

technology development and to inspire lifestyles that are sustainable in terms 

of respecting future generation’s interests. Furthermore, if there are all-

encompassing features which all organisms and ecosystems share, it would be 

their diversity and constant change. A static balance seems not achievable for 

either the human, non-human or both worlds. Nature as a source for constant 

innovation on the side of human technology is thereby just another instrumental 

value. 

Summary 

In the preceding paragraphs, two arguments have marked two concepts and 

two claims. The first concept is the ethic of utilitarianism which demands to 

perform only such actions that produce good outcomes, meaning to create 
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utility. It is undefined what unit of utility should be applied in practise; and 

extreme adherence to this ethic is highly debateable concerning potential 

outcomes. Nonetheless, it is offering a starting point in the decision of what 

actions to perform. In the present case, climate adaptation measures that lead 

to more utility, call it “added” value, should therefore be preferred over those 

which do not, according to utilitarianism. 

The second concept is the distinction between intrinsic and instrumental values. 

The former entails a value in-itself, i.e. without function for another being or 

entity. Holding instrumental value implies a use outside the thing in question. 

Instrumental things and beings contain a functionality. What kind of value 

people assign to natural things determined their management of these.  

The first claim appeals to a moral duty to care for other people, most notably 

those closest to us, our children. Taking responsibility and caring for our heirs’ 

interest is the assumed and widely accepted core of the claim. It is a defining 

feature of our species. The intragenerational care, i.e. caring for our children, 

and they for theirs, creates a network of obligation and eventually implies 

intergenerational consideration. 

Respecting future people’s interests affects our present-day handling with what 

is needed for descendants’ wellbeing. This is natural resources, knowledge, 

technology and skills. Along the lines of weak sustainability, it was argued that 

the notion to exploit non-renewable resources now is not advisable, given the 

uncertainty whether future technology can substitute for natural resources and 

ecosystem services both timely and comprehensively. 

The second claim concerns preservation of natural systems in a broad sense. 

Whether or not nature, including living organisms and inanimate material, has 

intrinsic value or not, preservation is advisable to the degree that nature serves 

not only with resources but also with modes to copy. Biotechnology and 

biomimicry are exemplary branches of science that investigate how nature can 

benefit humans by inspiring new technologies or operating modes. 
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2.2 The relevance of cities and water 

This section is emphasising the relevance of climate change considerations in 

the context of urbanisation and depicts the significance of water as being a 

determinant for basic requirements. 

2.2.1 The city-level 

Changes in global and local climate are increasingly challenging cities around 

the world. Cities present their own environment, which is under pressure in 

many aspects. It is due to the significance of human settlements that 

Sustainable Cities and Communities is its own Sustainable Development Goal 

(SDG), number 11. The sub-goal target 11.b is explicit about the integration of 

policies for “resource efficiency, mitigation and adaptation to climate change, 

resilience to disasters” (United Nations, 2019). 

The culmination of people, built structures, vehicles, and industry within small 

spaces is fragile; polluted air, contaminated water and diseases can affect many 

people at a time (cf. UN Habitat, 2011, p. 1). Furthermore, cities have their 

own climate. The amount of sealed surfaces, built structures and materials used 

can lead to phenomena that reduce the quality of urban life, e.g. wind channels, 

urban heat islands, or flooding (cf. Ningrum, 2018). Cities may have to deal 

with more than one challenge at once. Even though a city like for instance 

Copenhagen’s primary challenges are water related due to flooding caused by 

heavy rains or rising sea levels, increased surface temperatures in the summers 

are also identified as serious health risks (cf. City of Copenhagen, 2011 chp. 

2+3). The elaboration of the consequences of climate change in urban 

environments in a comprehensive way is however not the topic of this paper. 

2.2.2 The significance of water 

Since this paper examines a water-related climate adaptation project, the 

significance of water management in general and in urban settlements in 

particular is introduced in the following. 
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Water can be a symbol for a plurality of challenges mankind faces in the wake 

of climate change. Insufficient water supply is already a threat in some countries 

and is expected to cause millions to migrate in the coming decades as a 

consequence of drinking water shortage (cf. Brown, 2007; cf. UN Habitat, 2011, 

p. 159). A recent example of water scarcity is the drought in Southern Africa 

starting around 2015. 

The sourcing of drinkable water is a technical task. If the condition of freshwater 

availability in sufficient quantities, e.g. through lakes, rivers or underground 

reservoirs, is not given, water has to be transported from elsewhere, or produced 

locally, for example from saltwater. The purification of contaminated sweet 

water is also possible. But both desalination of saltwater and decontamination 

of sweet water are expensive, energy consuming and complex processes; 

especially for amounts that are supposed to provide for thousands or millions 

of people. 

Contaminated water is a serious threat for many living organisms. It is not 

necessarily connected to climate change directly, but a result of how humans 

handle available natural resources. Drinking water can be contaminated by i.a. 

wastewaters, different kinds of suspended solids, heavy metals, additives from 

agriculture, medicinal products (including hormones) and de-icing agents. In 

areas with relative water shortage, the challenge is to treat adequate amounts 

of water into sufficiently purified water, depending on the use. 

Too much water is also a threat to human settlements and occurs in different 

forms. One example is the danger of flooding due to rising sea levels or storm 

tides. Most urban settlements are built on the coastlines and in case of rising 

sea levels, millions are affected (cf. UN DESA, Population Division, p. 19). 

Other threats of excessive water are landslides and overflowing rivers. Since 

urban settlements characteristically have more sealed surfaces than open soil, 

water finds its way into streets and buildings instead of infiltrating into the 

ground. When sewer systems are not designed to cope with exceptional amounts 
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of water, or appropriate landscape-based stormwater management (hereinafter 

LSM) is missing, too much water leads to damages on urban structures. A local 

example are the heavy rainfalls in 2010 and 2011 that put many streets and 

basements of Copenhagen underwater and led to the development of a 

Cloudburst Management Plan (cf. The City of Copenhagen, 2012). 

Water management is not the only determining aspect mankind has to improve 

in in the view of changing climate. But water-related crises are often 

conspicuous compared to slow disasters such as air pollution. They are therefore 

useful to make an argument in favour of climate adaptation. 

2.3 Scientific fundamentals of climate change 

2.3.1 The urban challenge 

The international awareness for global challenges and the importance of global 

change respectively was triggered by the publication of the report by the UN 

World Commission on Environment and Development (hereinafter WCED) in 

1987. The report lists common concerns, challenges and endeavours regarding 

mankind’s future and defines the principle of sustainable development in the 

following terms: 

“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising 

the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987, 

chp. 2, IV) 

The very expression sustainable development is not uncontroversial since it 

implies an oxymoron: Assuming development eventually needs resources, 

including non-renewables, how can future generations meet their (at present 

unknown) needs when they face resource depletion from former generations? 

The balance seems to be the concept of weak sustainability, as introduced 

above, and the development of the concept to also include the rights of future 

generations. The WCED report comprises extensive social, political, economic 
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and scientific considerations on a plurality of topics like human resources, food 

security, ecosystems and the “urban challenge” being one of them. 

Although the focus is primarily on social and political challenges present and 

upcoming, environmental problems as part of the “urban crises” are noted as 

well in the report (ibid. chp. 9). The rapid growth of urban populations and 

related issues are correctly predicted. Among the many other issues, the 

determining function of cities in the sustainable development movement was 

already marked in the report 30 years ago. 

The urban challenge is one which is as old as cities themselves and implies in 

the broadest sense the management of people living in high density and their 

interest. The urban field also receives attention by the United Nations 

(hereinafter UN) that mandated a dedicated department named UN Habitat 

with addressing the issues of urban growth in 1978. Ever since, UN Habitat is 

working towards a better urban future both in socially and environmentally 

sustainable terms through cooperation with relevant actors; most notably 

national and local governments, and through writing reports (cf. UN Habitat, 

2019). 

2.3.2 Urban sustainability and resilience 

For the present context the understanding of sustainability delivered by the 

WCED report in connection with development is adopted as a basis but 

complemented by adding the aspect of value to the conception of sustainability. 

Referring to the WCED, sustainable development must not be at the expense 

of future generation’s quality of life while meeting the needs of the present; 

implying humanity’s capital must not be consumed today (cf. WCED, 1987, 

p. 43). It is up for debate what exactly this capital encloses, but certainly clean 

air and water, the means for nutrition production and the fulfilment of other 
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basic capabilities that future generations are entitled to (cf. Nussbaum, 2003).11 

Furthermore, it shall be noted that the definition proposed by the WCED in 

1987 is vague and limited in its “operational usefulness”, for example for 

politicians “to guide behaviour” (Tainter & Taylor, 2014, p. 169). Bearing in 

mind what the verb sustain means in the given context may provide a welcome 

supplement to the often-cited definition. Hence, to sustain means i.a. “cause to 

continue for an extended period or without interruption” (Oxford Dictionaries, 

2019b). Based on the assumption that people sustain what they favour, 

sustainability may thus be conceived as “the science of maintaining aspects of 

a way of life that people value” (Tainter & Taylor, 2014, p. 169). This specified 

notion facilitates the discussion about sustainability by redirecting the question 

about what is sustainable? to what do we value and therefore sustain? The latter 

question may be more constructive than speculating about future generations’ 

needs. 

The term resilience describes the capacity to recover from difficulties or the 

ability to revert to a previous state. Synonyms in common understanding are 

elasticity or flexibility. In ecology there are two different conceptions of the 

term. The classical one is based on the return to a single equilibrium state of 

an ecosystem, usually measured in time units. The other, ecological resilience, 

acknowledges multiple stable states of ecosystems (cf. Wu & Wu, 2013, 213f.). 

It is defined through the ability to “absorb disturbance without changing its 

basic structure and function of shifting into a qualitatively different state” (cf. 

Holling, 1996, p. 33; Wu & Wu, 2013, 213f.). 

In this relation, resilient cities should be capable to sustain shocks without 

losing their basic function and structure. 

                                       
11 Central human capabilities as proposed by Nussbaum (2003) include i.a. life, bodily health and 

integrity, affiliation and a certain control over one’s environment and are connected to a normative 

construction of social justice. 
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For the specific context of this paper it is referred to the ecological 

understanding and an extended description offered by UN Habitat (2019a). 

Accordingly, urban resilience is  

“the ability of any urban system to maintain continuity through all shocks 

and stresses while positively adapting and transforming towards 

sustainability […]” (ibid.). 

In this description, the focus is narrowed down on urban systems and includes 

the concept of sustainability. In practice, this may imply that an urban area 

integrates resilience systems into the urban landscape (cf. Bunster-Ossa, 2013, 

p. 301).The ability to absorb disturbances is applicable to both the social and 

the ecological system, which urban settlements do represent at the same time. 

2.3.3 Thresholds 

The concept of planetary boundaries is one which defines loss limits in a 

quantitative fashion. The boundaries include for example the amount of carbon 

dioxide fauna and oceans can absorb before an ecosystem collapse is to be 

expected. These thresholds must not be crossed because of “intolerable or 

catastrophic” consequences (WBGU, 2016, p. 542). According to the WCED, 

“there are thresholds that cannot be crossed without endangering the basic 

integrity of the system”; the greenhouse effect, depletion of atmospheric ozone, 

desertification, loss of forests and loss of air quality are listed alongside as results 

of human activities which approach these thresholds by industrial production 

and wasteful lifestyles (1987, chp. 1.I.3). Another example for such a boundary 

is the 2°C-goal.12 

The boundaries are to be conceived as demarcating a realm within sustainable 

paths of development, since it is not possible to define a desirable future as an 

end state. After all, the concept of planetary boundaries is a necessary criterion 

                                       
12 An increase of the global mean temperature of more than 2 degrees Celsius compared to 

the pre-industrial figure must be prevented in order to stay within this particular planetary 

boundary. 
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for sustainability, but not a sufficient one: even though the 2°C goal is met, the 

destruction of ecosystems can threaten humanity’s wellbeing. It is also 

mandatory that the global community complies in such efforts to stay within 

the boundaries, because climate change is a global issue (cf. WBGU, 2016, 

p. 542). In relation with this, the IPCC defines tipping points as “a hypothesized 

threshold when global or regional climate changes from on stable state to 

another stable state”, whereas this may mark an irreversible event (IPCC, 

2013b, p. 1463). 

2.3.4 The Great Transformation-framework 

In this section the concept of Great Transformation as proposed by the German 

advisory council for climate change is introduced (WBGU, 2011). Since this 

concept concerns systemic change, another framework which is more suitable 

for the analysis of the given case example is introduced. Consequently, the focus 

of consideration is applied to urbanisation as a central field to attach 

transformative processes. The next smaller level is hence this narrower 

framework of transformative fields of actions. They serve as the formal 

framework that allows to assess transformative potential in context of local 

level climate adaptation in a more systematic way. 

The expression The Great Transformation originates from a book with the same 

title by Karl Polanyi from 1944. In his work the political economist analysed 

the wide-ranging systemic change of nation economies and global economic 

structures (Polanyi, Stiglitz, & Block, 2010 (1944)). The concept of great 

transformation here relates to the challenge mankind faces today in order to 

avoid a civilizational catastrophe in the view of, among others, climate change 

consequences and rising populations. It also depicts a comprehensive and 

fundamental shift of the political, economic and social system as we know it, 

however in order to achieve sustainable living conditions. 

Moreover, this transformation is one that must be performed deliberately by 

humans, as opposed to other great transformations like the Neolithic revolution 
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which happened, to our best knowledge, unguided.13 The ideal conception of 

the Great Transformation is an all-encompassing transformation, within the 

planetary boundaries, without crossing tipping points and towards urban 

resilience. A change process of urban settlements as a subset of this 

transformation is a significant part of the Great Transformation. Beside energy 

systems and land use, urbanisation functions as a central lever for the shift to 

sustainability, and is one of the central processes, where the transformation to 

sustainability must begin (cf. WBGU, 2016, p. 146). Consider the figure below 

for systematisation and relation of the levels where change can take place. 

The transformative fields of action play a significant role because they are more 

tangible that the overarching concept. Such fields are perceived as broad, 

overarching themes within other overarching realms as for example 

urbanisation. These fields are taken as points of departure to trigger systematic 

change (cf. ibid.). 

 

                                       
13 The Neolithic revolution marks the cultural shift from a mobile hunter-gatherer lifestyle to 

settlement and production. It is widely considered as the most radical change in human history. 

D: The Great Transformation 

C: Central levers for change 

B: Transformative fields of action 

1) decarbonisation, energy and climate protection, 

2) mobility and traffic, 

3) urban form, 

4) climate adaptation, 

5) fight against poverty and socio-economic disparities, 

6) urban space use, 

7) materials and flow of goods, 

8) urban health. 

A: Individual behaviour 

Figure 1: Systematisation of stages of change. There may be interim stages. Categorisation and hierarchy from WBGU, 

2011. 

D

C

B

A
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The selection is based on, i.a. their significance for the transformation, systemic 

relevance and ideally large added value (cf. chp. 4 WBGU, 2016, p. 163). The 

list may not be exhaustive, but it does capture the core fields of human action 

and requirements which are essential for a satisfying life in urban areas. In the 

later analysis, the fields 3, 4 and 6 are used to enhance the evaluation of the 

climate adaptation intervention in Kokkedal. 

Alternative water management 

An excess of water can be dealt with in different ways. The conventional action 

is to expand or replace an existing sewer system. Basins or bigger pipes thereby 

enlarge the drainage capacity, so that larger volumes of storm water can be 

managed, and thus damage avoided. Such a conventional system is primarily 

under ground and only serves hydrological functions. Because of the 

underground location and the connectedness of pipe systems, expansion or even 

replacement is costly and requires much effort (cf. Fryd & Jensen, 2018, p. 7). 

In urban settlements where most surface areas are sealed, i.e. impermeable for 

water (roofs, roads, parking lots, buildings), the catchment area of the sewer 

system is much larger compared to rural areas with more areas for infiltration, 

e.g. green fields. The idea to decrease the catchment area to lower the outflow 

into the underground pipe system is the basis for an alternative approach to 

manage rainwater. 

Summary 

This theory chapter introduced and elaborated on philosophical considerations 

related to climate adaptation, the significance of cities in the quest to transform 

human action towards a sustainable lifestyle, and scientific basic knowledge in 

the context of climate change. Furthermore, a concept of categorisation was 

presented. The Great Transformation as ideal conception for the global shift 

towards sustainability is hereby broken down to central levers to stir change, 

transformative fields of action, and eventually the individual as smallest unit 

in the change process. 
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The idea of a great transformation towards sustainability is intended to be a 

paradigm everyone can adhere to, ideally as the smallest common denominator 

of all human beings. The urban transformation is a subset of this; and 

transformative fields of action describe tangible fields where the climate action 

can begin, both physically and in the attitude of individuals. 

So far, the topic of local level climate adaptation with added value has been 

approached from great distance: philosophical considerations about 

responsibility and the state of nature, and why climate adaptation should be 

performed at all were followed by presenting cities as crucial change-locations, 

and basic and specific terms. 

This paper is set out to investigate and analyse how climate adaptation on a 

local level can be successful and transformative, and thereby contribute to a 

small degree the urban transformation in general. Subsequently, the selected 

transformative fields of action will be scrutinised in relation to the climate 

adaptation plan of Kokkedal alongside the exploration of organisational, 

technical and social functionings. Additionally, qualitative insights drawn from 

interviews with individuals connected to the project will complement the 

findings and lead to an assessment of this project, and a discussion about local 

level climate adaptation in general. 
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3 Research method 

Reflection 

This chapter introduces the methodological approach of this investigation on 

climate adaptation in urban settlements using a real case. The analysis is hereby 

following is a two-sided approach: in a deductive manner, general theory 

reviewed before is applied on the specific case of Kokkedal in order to assess it. 

In a qualitative approach, opinions on this very climate adaptation are 

consulted, interpreted and included to complement the findings based on 

written theory. The creation of knowledge through this approach is in both 

cases, theory review and interview evaluation, subject to the author’s 

interpretation. Although the intention of objective analysis is given, an idealistic 

disposition towards the topic is reflected by the author because the 

consequences of climate change are not a distant, abstract or merely 

hypothetical matter but a serious threat. Hence, it cannot be ruled out that the 

analysis is slightly biased since the psychological distance, or rather proximity 

to the topic may have influenced the creation of knowledge. 

Approach 

To analyse whether transformativity is given in the case example Kokkedal, the 

project is approached based on theoretical knowledge, that is from an external, 

and an internal point of departure, by analysing insights from interviewees. The 

latter is expected to clarify the societal aspects to a greater extent than the 

theoretical outlook, since the inside perspective comprises qualitative interviews 

with individuals personally affiliated with and concerned by the project. 

Additionally, the interviews provide insight into the actual implementation of 

the vision to create social uplift simultaneously with flood protection and 

occurring challenges. As the present thesis offers the investigation of a single 

case study of climate adaptation and flood protection, the focus of interest lies 

on the project’s outcome, specifically in the transformative capabilities of this 

added value climate adaptation project. In Kokkedal, too, value is created 
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beyond the climate protection. While the theoretical data is obtained from 

relevant reports, journal articles and book chapters, the qualitative data is 

based on semi-structured interviews with individuals actively or passively 

involved in the climate adaptation project. 

The aim of the analysis is to comprehend local level climate adaptation projects 

in general, while the climate adaptation plan Kokkedal serves as a real-life 

context. In the local setting, the technical and organisational challenges give an 

idea about the complexity of climate adaptation projects in practise, but also 

illustrates what project managers can expect in the future. Since the overall 

aim of this analysis is to assess the transformative potential in specific fields for 

the urban transformation, the functionings of such projects must be profoundly 

understood in order to make an argument in favour of local level climate 

adaptation with added value. The theory is utilised to understand both the 

premises of the need for climate adaptation in general, and to evaluate the case 

study. The qualitative insights are only applicable to this particular 

intervention, yet they may indicate what is important for future projects. The 

case of Kokkedal can partially add to the general theory of climate adaptation 

on a local level. 

Consequently, the analysis is based on reciprocity: the aforementioned theory 

segment (2) helps to understand the general argument, involving concepts 

related to the issue. The theory also helps to assess this specific case. Qualitative 

insights increase the comprehension of the specific case and potentially hint to 

schemes which are valid on a larger scale as well. The case of Kokkedal functions 

thereby as a real-life premise of the argument in favour of local level climate 

adaptation projects because it proves some transformative effect to the urban 

transformation. This transformation is a significant part of the great 

transformation (2.3.4) which is in turn imperative to prevent a civilisational 

catastrophe caused by climate change. 
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3.1 Data collection 

A mixture of scientific literature in the form of institutional reports, book 

chapters and journal articles, as well as non-reviewed data like internet 

documents or brochures were utilised to compile a stock of relevant knowledge 

for the further analysis. The philosophical basis rests solely on academic 

literature. Due to the complexity of the topic, the analysis cannot be fully 

answered within the scope of this paper, which is why the focus is narrowed on 

the analysis of the case example regarding the technical, organisational and 

social aspects. Moreover, the exploration in terms of the transformative 

potential is based on the framework proposed by the WBGU, suggesting a 

hierarchy of change-levels (see figure 1). In a reverted move, findings drawn 

from the case example are put in context with the general objective of added 

value climate adaptation. Qualitative interviews supplement the theoretical 

observatory by reference to the reality of the selected case. The interviewees 

were given the chance to express their opinion about the project and beyond.14 

3.1.1 Philosophical and scientific argument for climate adaptation 

The selection of theoretical data provides scientific and non-scientific basic 

knowledge on the diverse subject of climate change related challenges that 

humans face. This theme includes natural sciences, but when it comes to climate 

action and adaptation, business economics, (local) politics, organisational and 

social sciences as well as architecture and engineering are crucial. This paper 

deliberately focuses on a comparatively small scale of climate action and yet 

the chosen case demonstrates the many aspects that play an important role in 

the context of successful climate adaptation. 

The case example of Kokkedal has received a lot of qualitative as well as 

academic attention. For this paper, the reports by Fryd & Jensen (2018) on 

hydrological functions, Kiib & Marling (2013; 2019) on town life, and Lund & 

                                       
14 Each was given the chance to remain anonymous as participant in this research, yet no 

one seized this opportunity. 
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Sehested (2016) served as the main theoretical data sources for the overall 

assessment of the case. 

The collected data for general understanding of nature, climate change, 

urbanisation, sustainability and resilience stems from reports of relevant 

institutions, namely The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC,), 

the German Advisory Council for Global Change (WBGU,), the United Nations 

(UN), in particular the UN Department of Economics and Social Affairs 

(DESA,) and the UN Human Settlements Programme (Habitat). These 

represent the selection for the theoretical-scientific groundwork. Their reports 

are based on extensive and topical scientific research on climate change and its 

implications for cities and people. For specific topics, journal articles and 

chapters have been consulted. The philosophical fundamentals on the state of 

nature, intra- and intergenerational responsibility and reasons for climate 

adaptation are drawn from environmental philosophy. Here, Brennan and Lo’s 

introductory book on the topic provided the main insights (2010). 

The used literature however is not exhaustive as some scientific and technical 

details had to be left out in order to keep this paper compact and tangible. 

The selected data provided the author with a plethora of insights, concepts and 

approaches in the field of climate change adaptation, the role of nature, cities, 

the trend of urbanisation and the ideal conception of a world-wide progression 

towards sustainability. A fraction thereof was chosen to explore the case 

example in appropriate depth, in order to put it in the greater context. 

3.1.2 Qualitative part 

In addition to the collection of theoretical data, interviews were conducted to 

get a qualitative impression from different perspectives. The respondents stem 

from the private, public, academic and residential realms and are all related to 

the climate adaptation plan Kokkedal in varied ways. 
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Precisely, interviews were conducted to approach the case from a non-

theoretical angle. Thereby, the case was intentionally advanced with openness 

and flexibility to obtain potentially new insights regarding the circumstances of 

the case. Here, this applies to individuals only. The objective was to let the 

selected people speak for themselves because their subjective perception towards 

the project is of interest, thus the theoretical perspective could be confirmed or 

undermined by the interviews. It is important to clarify that the dialogues 

cannot serve as information of objective truth. They primarily shed light on the 

functionings and outcome of the particular project; what the respondents say is 

their own personal disposition and not necessarily generalisable nor honest 

truth. The author however has found no reason to assume dishonesty on the 

side of the respondents. For this analysis it is interesting to hear about the 

different responses towards the project, stemming from either the private, 

public, academic or residential sector. 

The respondents were either professionally or academically involved in the 

project, or as implicated residents. In semi structured face-to-face interviews in 

English and Danish, the interviewees were given the chance to tell their own 

story, i.e. give their respective opinion or experience, in their own terms. 

Conducting interviews with the aim of qualitative insights assumes that the 

individuals are self-reflective beings. In order not to push the respondents in a 

certain direction, there was no pre-set catalogue of questions, but a number of 

potential guidelines setting the thematic scene. Although the interviews were 

based on an interview guide (see appendix C) given in advance, the 

conversations could evolve naturally in the process; hence the designation semi 

structured and not fully structured. The respondents were interviewed in March 

2019. The locations were a municipal office of Fredenborg Kommune in 

Kokkedal, the office of one respondent’s bicycle shop, a meeting room at 

Copenhagen Business School, and the cafeteria of the engineering firm 

Rambøll’s head office. The interviewee’s names and position are listed below. 
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Jørgen Dreyer (JD). Project manager and representative from the 

municipality of Fredensborg during the project since 2016. 

Mehmet Serbest (MS). Owner of the bicycle shop ‘Cyelskrædderen’ in the 

town centre of Kokkedal. He has been running his business for over 15 

years and perceived the physical and societal changes that came along 

with the project at first hand. 

Ole Fryd (OF). Associate Professor in Urban and Environmental Planning 

at the University of Copenhagen. Together with Marina Bergen Jensen 

he wrote the evaluation report on the hydrological functions in the 

project (Fryd & Jensen, 2018). 

Ulrik Lassen (UL). Engineer of Urban Water Management and Planning 

at Rambøll. He was responsible for the climate adaptation aspect and 

the coordination between architectural and engineering disciplines. 

All interviewees agreed to the audio recording of the dialogue and the use of 

their real names. It shall be noted that three out of the four interviews were 

conducted in English, which is not the mother tongue for both questioner and 

respondent; the author does not regard this fact as impediment for obtaining 

information. One of the interviews was conducted in Danish which turned out 

to be more difficult than English but nevertheless revealed interesting insights. 

Wherever the respondents are quoted directly in this paper, particularities of 

spoken language are ignored to focus on the content. This includes stutters, 

contemplating pauses, repetitions, laughter and other emotions or colloquial 

features. 

The interviews allowed for a deeper insight and understanding of the 

respondent’s perspective and opinion. Some of them were surprising to the 

author and are thus reflected in this paper’s analysis because they provide 

additional findings for contemplation. 
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4 Investigation 

In this chapter it is analysed how the given theoretical foundations and the 

findings from the interviews integrate into the case of the climate adaptation 

example in Kokkedal. The focus lies on local-level climate adaptation’s 

transformative potential consulting a water-related real-world case for 

illustration. It shall be noted that adaptation does not mean that the negative 

impacts of climate change will be completely avoided, only that they will be 

less severe than if no planning had occurred add (UN Habitat, 2014, p. 4). 

In a first step, the project is examined with respect to its organisation and the 

satisfaction of double intent to tackle both climate adaptive and social 

challenges. Whether the initial requirements have been met is balanced at the 

end of that section. In a second step, an assessment of Kokkedal’s 

transformative impact is elaborated. For this purpose, the project-adequate 

transformative fields of action are examined in connection to the case. 

Furthermore, the significance of mind shift as additional field of transformation 

on the scale of individuals as proposed by the author is introduced. Mind shift 

is suggested to be a necessary preceding condition for all other actions. In both 

parts of the assessment, theoretical sources and qualitative data from interviews 

are applied. 

The interviewees were selected to obtain different voices on the same case from 

their own perspectives. Jørgen Dreyer and Ulrik Lassen represent individuals 

who were actively involved in the project from both the client and contractor 

side respectively. Ole Fryd differs in this regard, as he was not actively involved 

in realising the project as such. He gave valuable insights to this analysis 

because he serves as attentive and critical observer of the endeavour. In 2018, 

he released an assessment report on hydrological functions of the climate 

adaptation plan with a colleague (Fryd & Jensen, 2018). The fourth respondent, 

Mehmet Serbest represents yet another observatory regarding the project by 
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embodying an end-user of the adaptation measurement. With his workplace in 

the middle of the project area, he contributes first-hand experiences to the 

tangible designs above ground. 

4.1 Assessing the process and self-set goals 

This section of the analysis examines and assesses the climate adaptation plan 

of Kokkedal based on the conduct and outcome of the project. In three sub-

sections, the organisational, hydrological and social aspects of the measurement 

are analysed. It shows that stormwater-related climate adaptation in practise 

involves and implies more than the term indicates at first sight. As a 

multidisciplinary project with more than one financier, it is primarily an 

organisational challenge to find a common goal, align multiple interests and 

stay within the estimated time and budget frame. Then again, as climate 

adaptation spreads geophysical and institutionally, it cannot be regarded as an 

isolated endeavour, but must be conceived in its context. This following quote 

is found to be true for the climate adaption plan of Kokkedal as well: 

“Today, issues of energy conservation, social equity, land use, recreation, 

and even economic development are being folded into the storm water 

management equation.” (Bunster-Ossa, 2013, p. 301) 

Along this line, multiple realms are connected and overlap in the present case. 

For example, land use, social aspects, recreation and play, and generally 

suburban development. The following fields are only examined in the present 

context. It shall be noted that each one has deeper interrelations to within and 

outside the project realm. 

4.1.1 Organisation/ strategy 

Although the specificity of a project, here climate adaptation, is relevant for 

how it is executed from the involved actors, the process comes down to a formal 

challenge of organisation with several owners, clients, financiers; and therefore 
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a more complex set-up compared to a classical principal-agent business 

situation. 

The findings from the interviews and literature research suggest that the 

collaboration in the process of implementing the climate adaptation plan 

Kokkedal was a managerial challenge (cf. Lund & Sehested, 2016; OF, 2019 & 

JD, 2019). This is due to the comparatively high number of involved parties. 

In a business relationship with only one client and one contractor, the 

coordination is assumingly simpler because the communication channel is 

between two parties only. 

In this case, there were several of both, clients and contractors, and each 

different in type. The municipality of Fredensborg stood behind the project in 

the first place. So did the philanthropic entity Realdania and two housing 

associations. On the contractor side, architects, landscape architects and 

engineers had to collaborate, while private foundations and the municipal 

utilities where involved as well as co-sponsors (cf. Fredensborg Kommune, 

2019). Ulrik Lassen, engineer at Rambøll, notes that contractors in these fields 

are used to working together on projects and to developing new ways of solving 

problems in a process. Coordinating with several owners and financiers outside 

the field, however, had posed a new challenge. 

“[…] four different owners, three different major foundations; which of 

course complicates things. That’s probably been the hardest part of it. 

Because, one thing is that we sit [together], architects, landscape 

architects, engineers, and we coordinate our work. But we are sort of 

known to [be] doing that. Of course, climate adaptation has meant that 

we had to change a lot of perspective in how we work.” (UL, 03:03) 

“Working together with four different clients who are not used to work on 

these disciplines, that’s been complicated, to say the least.” (ibid., 04:36) 

The quote indicates that the technical task, in this case hydrological, was not 

an unexpected challenge since this is the corresponding engineers’ and 
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architects’ profession. What was new, however, was needing to report to a 

multitude of owners and sponsors outside the field, and needing to agree upon 

the way of working, as the owners and sponsors ultimately pay the contractor’s 

salaries (cf. ibid., 2019). 

The project was one of the first in the Danish context at this scale, and as 

Jørgen Dreyer put it, „you are stepping on pristine grounds, so obviously, there 

will be problems“, both technical and organisational (cf. Realdania, 2019; JD, 

06:14). He was the project manager and representative from the municipality 

of Fredensborg and decided to participate in the weekly meetings with the 

architects and engineers 

“to be close to the process and being easy to have access, and also to 

participate in influencing and making the decisions so the project wouldn’t 

lose important time.” (JD, 03:55) 

According to Jørgen, this worked out fine, as there had been no serious conflicts 

of interest. 

“There can be different points of view of how things should be done from 

a technical perspective. I have never experienced any problems or 

problematic discussions between the partners. Never.” (JD, 04:36) 

This is also confirmed in the assessment report by Lund and Sehested. 

According to the authors, “strong relations and common understanding” which 

help in negotiations with empathy for the opponent’s priorities are important 

(2016). An understanding of the other parties’ stance does not automatically 

solve the negotiation process, but it seems to help finding a satisfying 

compromise in co-management processes. Judging from the interview and the 

report, the management of the project developed a common understanding and 

a feeling of mutual dependence among the partners (cf. Lund & Sehested, 2016, 

p. 14). 
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Lund and Sehested furthermore found that acquaintance and mutual trust 

among the participants is an important prerequisite for the continuation of a 

common understanding regarding the project. A decent part of dialogue and 

coordination took place in an informal way, continuously and without protocol 

or written data collection. Besides acquaintance and trust, a sense of belonging 

seems to be crucial for the project’s success, as the following quote suggests. 

“It is important however, that a feeling of being an important contributor 

to the accomplishment of the project is reassured.” (Lund & Sehested, 

2016, p. 23). 

The findings above imply that climate adaptation is also a task of proper 

communication. In the interview, Ulrik pointed out that collaboration and a 

common goal are two among the three most important aspects for success in 

this project (cf. UL, 2019). The third is a natural balance between all the factors 

corresponding to the measure such as the urban inventory, municipality, 

residents, natural areas, structures, or interests (cf. ibid.) Agreeing on a 

common goal seems to be trivial, but it may be difficult if several parties are 

involved, as the following quote indicates. 

„That’s [the goal] on your client’s side. They should be able to formulate 

a goal for you. That is a major part in creating a successful project like 

this […]. It sounds simple, but if you have a complex organisation like this 

one […] it can be actually hard for them to formulate a common goal.” 

(UL, 22:15) 

These qualitative insights suggest that the process of climate adaptation 

initiates with the formulation of a common purpose of the project. On the local 

level, the needs and interests of residents, the municipality, local institutions, 

businesses, but also the interests of future individuals must be aligned. 

Regarding future generations, long-term thinking is especially important in 

water-related projects, as sewer systems last 60 to maximum 100 years. A 

replacement is costly and exhaustive, as the underground sewer system is the 
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largest single asset in Denmark, exceeding the road and railway system (cf. OF, 

2019). It is therefore crucial how parties communicate among each other, but 

also that the significance of the objective is communicated clearly to all parties 

concerned. Hence, communication between parties, smooth organisation among 

clients and contractors as well as context-thinking is found to be the major 

relevant capabilities and mindsets for the success on the non-technical part of 

local-level climate adaptation. 

4.1.2 Hydrology and design 

The design approach to protect against flooding that has been applied in 

Kokkedal is still using the existing sewer system. However, the objective was to 

reduce the volumes of water that would be handled by the prevalent system. 

Generally speaking, by using the landscape and built environment, rainwater is 

additionally handled as soon as possible. For example, a lush garden holds a 

part of the rainwater back from flowing into the drain as soon as it enters the 

surface. The implementation of green roofs, runoff detachment from the sewer 

system, temporary basins and ponds are landscape elements which can be used 

to manage water before it creates a bottleneck problem down in the drainage 

system (cf. Liu & Jensen, 2018). An advantage of such interventions is their 

independent application. It is also cheaper to manipulate the urban surface than 

to replace an entire drainage system. 

Climate adaptation in urban or sub-urban areas needs to find its place between 

built structures. This alone is a major impediment because structures cannot 

be torn down for the sake of climate adaptation measures without further ado. 

Although it is not the case that climate adaptation always requires undeveloped 

areas, it does require different structures and area designs to the ones built 

without urban resilience in mind. 

Assume climate adaptation in urban settlements involves the physical alteration 

of the surface, potentially including structures, and assume furthermore that 

such measures are (co-)initiated by the public management. When private 
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landowners are not willing to modify their property, the only area available for 

action is public land, as it was mostly in the case of Kokkedal as well.  

“It’s a very pragmatic project. In the end it’s about where is land available, 

and predominantly it’s [the measure] on public land owned by the 

municipality.” (OF, 12:10) 

“Essentially that’s about land ownership and the two social housing estates 

covered in this project preferred to have other qualities […].” (ibid. 12:41) 

Landowners are of course entitled in virtue of their property rights to have 

other priorities than, e.g. LSM manipulations on their land; but it must be kept 

in mind as a restriction for the designers that the available space may be 

limited.  

Although the overall design increases the robustness to heavy cloudbursts, the 

social benefits of the accessible designs, e.g. new public spaces, public gardens 

or the playground, exceed the climate-adaptive values, if that was to be 

compared (cf. Fryd & Jensen, 2018, 13, 21f.). The blue, i.e. with observable 

water, and green interventions that are visible in the town centre probably have 

a higher value for the people in terms of creating meeting places or areas to 

rest, mingle or to have a chat. Consider the following quote by Ole Fryd, one 

of the authors of the assessment report on the hydrological impact of the 

project. 

“From the hydrologic point of view, it’s symbolic but not contributing 

much really. […] That’s some kind of pragmatic balancing, they are the 

land holders and they are the decision makers.” (OF, 12:40) 

The quote implies that the adaptation plan might have looked different and 

notably turned out more impactful, if more area had been available to design 

more exhaustive climate adaptation interventions. 

When great amounts of water must be conveyed, a supportive existing 

topography is useful, because it spares the need for pumps or underground 
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pipes, thus there is less effort on construction and maintenance. In Kokkedal, 

both the existing topography and the existing separate sewer system from the 

1960s when the town was build are utilised. However, following a compromise, 

most of the water is eventually discharged in the valley and not in the town 

centre, or in general where buildings are, as Ole notes in the following quote: 

“Eighty per cent of the water is actually detained in the valley and close 

to the river. So that is an end-of-pipe solution, where you detain the water 

before you discharge it into the river. The good thing is that you reduce 

the peak flows into the river, there’s less erosion, there’re less hydrologic 

loading rates onto the river system.” (OF, 11:27) 

It follows that the design of the urban aesthetic in relation to climate adaptation 

is not necessarily correlated to its hydrological impact. In fact, much of the 

water in this case example is conveyed as it has been in the decades before the 

project, in underground pipes. 

Water as a theme is part of all visible designs in Kokkedal and maybe even 

exploited as such (cf. OF, 2019). When the project was taken into consideration 

around 2009, new ways of thinking about water emerged. As Ulrik remembers, 

the question raised was: 

“How can you use the water as a vehicle, and climate adaptation as a 

vehicle to upgrade a city, in this instance a suburb?” (UL, 07:08). 

Asking such a question in the context of climate change insinuates an attitude 

where the destructive force, in this case a surplus of water, might be turned 

into something not only useful but facilitating. In the present case, facilitating 

an improvement of the social and living environment of a formerly crime-prone 

suburb. Such a mindset reveals a positive thinking despite the severity of the 

threats, climate change imposes on mankind, at least in the given context. 

Although there was no extremely heavy cloudburst to prove the measure 

functioning yet, it is widely seen as a success. Besides the promotion by the 
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organisations involved, the assessment reports and interviewees also testify a 

positive attitude towards the project.15 

This section indicates that the technical aspect of climate adaptation can 

quickly spread into other realms. In this case, the technical and design 

possibilities were limited by the land available, which is ultimately a legal 

constraint to climate adaptation. It has also shown that the technical variable, 

in this case the water, bears at the same time the risk of flooding and the 

potential to act as a vehicle to upgrade a city, as Ulrik contemplates. 

4.1.3 The social side of climate adaptation 

Especially the social benefits of the plan were acknowledged both from 

interviewees and the according assessment report (cf. Marling & Kiib, 2019). 

The visible, touchable and “jumpable” parts of the designs are a clue that 

validates the proof of concept (JD, 20:51). This is an instance where 

hydrological and social functions overlap. As far the data allow a judgement, 

the water-related objectives are met, although the design does not exhaust the 

potentials for LSM (cf. OF, 2019). The human aspect of the adaptation scheme 

in Kokkedal is explored in the following. 

The objective of climate adaptation investments in Denmark is not only to 

master acute rainwater challenges, but also to create a starting point for a “far 

broader cultural, social, activity-based and aesthetic lift of the built 

environment.” (Kiib & Marling, 2013, p. 9). Precisely, how is “the physical and 

architectural design” intertwined with a “social construction of place through 

active use, encounter and social interaction”, as the 2013 assessment of town 

life puts it (ibid.). Now that the project is completed, the changes in public life 

can be observed immediately, while the hydrological functions clearly need a 

                                       
15 See Realdania (2019); Rambøll (2019); Dahl (2018); Fredensborg Kommune (2019) for 

advertising of Klimatilpasning Kokkedal in mainstream media. See Fryd and Jensen (2018); 

Kiib and Marling (2013); Lund and Sehested (2016) for academic assessment. Listen to 

interviews for qualitative estimate (audio files provided by author). 
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confrontation with certain amounts of water in order to prove their 

functionality. 

According to Jørgen Dreyer, the endeavour has managed to create a town centre 

for activity and contemplation for all ages and genders, and the playground is 

used outside school hours as well (cf. JD, 2019). This statement was approved 

from an interviewed resident. Mehmet Serbest is the owner of a bicycle shop in 

the centre of Kokkedal and has been working there for 15 years. He reports that 

he is using the river valley for walks alone or with his son and underlines the 

asset of the playground next to the school. In his eyes, the parts of the 

adaptation design that are to be experienced, as for example the ‘bølgeplads’-

playground16, are indeed a vehicle for what has not directly to do with climate 

adaptation but communal development: 

“[T]he playground is for the children, and children also compare to grown-

ups. This is so because there are some parents who don’t want to send 

their kids alone to places, like the playground – chat with other parents. 

That is how they also create a fellowship. […]. It is here that the climate 

adaptation that also makes a social co-living.” (MS, 05:55) 

This statement suggests that playgrounds, or generally public meeting places 

have the potential to create a sense of community in a given area. However, the 

interview findings must not be taken as general truth only because they report 

success in Kokkedal. Particularly, resident’s activities, encounters or social 

interaction in the public realm cannot be planned, because human behaviour 

cannot be predicted with certainty. But the usability for the residents must be 

thought of in the design process and fixed in the final plan (cf. Gehl, 2010 chp. 

4.5). A plan which is to create hydrological, aesthetic and social benefits must 

anticipate different outcomes as Jørgen Dreyer recalls. 

                                       
16 Bølgeplads can be translated with wave-square and is the name of the playground that uses 

meandering grooves, flat basins and other water wave-resembling designs as playing objects. 
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“[…] you are making things like we have done down here, that are tangible, 

meaning also touchable and perhaps even jumpable, […] and they’ll 

definitely and certainly will be jumped upon when they’re lying next to a 

school” (JD, 20:39) 

“So, we had some discussions sometimes about not only aesthetics, […] does 

it look good? Ja, that’s OK. But what about function?” (JD, 21:04) 

This function is something that may evolve just after the design is completed 

and escapes the initial sketches. But when the public is invited to own what 

was built for the people, a social benefit can emerge as Ulrik notes.  

“If you want to create an added value from your project, you need to tell 

[the] people. […]. Tell them that this is made to be used – up to them, how 

they do it. Probably not the same way we did the visualisation for the 

project, but at least they’re using it. And that’s the most important part.” 

(UL, 19:27) 

As design interventions on the surface constitute a comparably small part of 

the total budget but potentially create significant value for the people, it makes 

them an opportunity to create pleasure that should be seized by planners (cf. 

UL, 2019). According to the interviewed persons, the human aspect of the 

project proves to be valid. People enjoy themselves and Kokkedal gains a new 

identity, as ‘Kokkedal begins to become popular in other countries as well and 

known for its climate adaptation’ referring to Mehmet Serbest (10:30). Positive 

confirmation has also been received by Jørgen Dreyer: 

“The project itself […] has made Kokkedal a more open and more friendly 

community. When people come here, they say it’s nice, it’s friendly, it’s 

very green, it’s easily accessible. There’s a lot of nature.” (JD, 09:20) 

The quote suggests that a change has taken place not only in the physical 

environment of Kokkedal but also in its community. The final report on town 

life and decentralised rainwater management confirms the project’s objective. 
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Accordingly, the connection of water management and social transition succeeds 

in having a positive value for everyday life in suburbia (Marling & Kiib, 2019, 

p. 11). When asked whether the project lifted the whole town and not only the 

city centre as a transit zone with different functions, Jørgen approved: “In my 

opinion, we have done that!” (JD, 11:25). Although this question was 

accidentally posed a closed, i.e. yes-no question that might have been leading, 

its answers is understood as deliberately and honestly given. 

4.1.4 Everything is connected 

The section about hydrology and design has already shown that an isolated 

consideration of aspects is hardly possible since everything is eventually 

connected and influences each other. To be precise, already the technology 

aspect is connected so social aspects of urban development. The primary 

challenge of the project is apparently, and counterintuitively when talking 

about climate adaptation, not of technical nature. According to the 

interviewees, the challenge was primarily one of communication. This was due 

to the number of clients and contractors which represented different priorities, 

but also very different knowledge regarding climate adaptation (cf. JD, OF & 

UL, 2019; Lund & Sehested, 2016, p. 10). Six different meeting types in smaller 

and larger groups and different compositions of participants, i.e. cross-

disciplinary meetings, turned out to be a method to align the objectives from 

municipality, foundations, housing associations, utilities, (landscape) architects 

and engineers (Lund & Sehested, 2016, p. 10). 

Design-wise, the project’s possibilities were limited from the beginning. Because 

property rights are respected, physical alterations are mostly seen on public 

property. The project did therefore not -casually speaking- reinvent the wheel 

in terms of LSM, but extended the existing system (cf. OF, 2019). It is a 

“generation one” project as Ole Fryd terms it, and therefore marks a starting 

point for future projects. He recommends to ‘read the landscape more carefully’ 

and pay closer attention to historical maps that could be a guideline for 
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redesigning cities by tracing the underlying hydrology (cf. OF 26:46). In the 

following quote he outlines the opportunity space of water-related climate 

adaptations: 

“Essentially, how if we’re moving towards more sustainable cities -and one 

of those aspects being ecologically sustainable cities, economically and 

socially sustainable cities- how can we address this [climate adaptation] as 

a major opportunity? To create green, […] ecological corridors in the city 

and also drainage systems that from a more holistic point of view re-

establishes different ecologies of the past: Water balances between ground 

water and surface water. This particular project fails to meet that.” (OF, 

21:29) 

It shall be noted however, that such a ‘more holistic’ approach including more 

experts, would challenge such an endeavour organisationally and probably also 

with regards to the budget and construction time available. 

On the social aspect, the project appears to succeed in creating an 

understanding of the project’s objective. Mehmet Serbest contemplates that the 

measure was expensive, but he is at the same time convinced the investment 

does or will pay off. 

“In the short run it is way too expensive […] but when you think in the 

long run, it is money which refunds itself automatically.” […] 

“There are more advantages than disadvantages.” (MS, 08:42) 

This statement at least indicates that the short term versus long term 

problematic is a concept that has reached the citizens, although Mehmet’s voice 

is not be representative for all residents. 

As far as the respondents are concerned, the climate adaptation plan of 

Kokkedal proves to be a success. Given the limitations of budget, available 

areas and the challenge of organisation, the self-imposed objectives were met, 
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and the owners and parties involved display satisfaction (cf. Dahl, 2018; 

Fredensborg Kommune, 2019; Rambøll, 2019; Realdania, 2019). 

The foregoing sections have assessed the case example in terms of organisation, 

hydrology and social impact. It has emerged that the fields are closely connected 

and overlap in some cases, e.g. when hydrological interventions are 

simultaneously objects of the public space and must fulfil urban design 

requirements. It has further shown that climate adaptation can evolve to 

become a normative question. This is the case when it turns out that adaptive 

interventions could be much more impactful if private land was available for 

intervention. This notion is briefly discussed in the last section (5.4). 

Lastly, the project shows convincingly that rainwater management in public 

areas is a technical and design task with the potential to create additional value 

beyond the water management for the people. This added value may even be 

remarkable in the short term. Especially the design of detention volumes allows 

to create spaces for different activities most of the year(s). Kokkedal thereby 

serves as inspirational project for other municipalities as a proof of concept for 

alternative rainwater management. 

4.2 Transformative fields 

The research question focusses on the transformative potential of added value 

climate adaptation projects on the regional level. In the following, the concept 

of the three selected transformative fields of action are briefly introduced and 

put into context with the given case, i.e. their relation, significance and 

performance in Kokkedal. The overarching question is how such projects can 

contribute, on a small scale, to the urban transformation and thus to the global 

Great Transformation which ought to sustain a safe, healthy and generally 

speaking happy life on earth. The transformative fields of action are 

interconnected and overlap in some cases. Therefore, an isolated consideration 
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of one field is not constructive for urban development that includes climate 

change adaptation and added value for people. 

4.2.1 Urban form and use of space 

Generally, the set-up of built structures, transit lines and squares but also 

material, density and function of urban elements constitute the urban form. A 

useful classification of types of elements that determine the public image of any 

given city has been proposed by architect Kevin Lynch. Accordingly, paths, 

edges, districts, nodes, and landmarks help to detect and describe the urban 

form (cf. Lynch, 1960, III.). Elements of these types shape the urban 

environment and give orientation. To give an example in the context of the 

urban transformation, paths and nodes play a role in urban mobility and are 

therefore connected to travel time and emissions; green interventions can be 

landmarks and assist orientation. In the given case, the channels along which 

Image 1: Overview of Kokkedal. Main paths are marked red. Image taken from Kiib & Marling, 2013, p. 8. 
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Kokkedal’s residents and visitors move are at the same time the areas where 

green and blue interventions are visible and contribute to the awareness of the 

measures taken on the local level. The image 1 indicates the main walkways in 

red. The given urban form has an influence on the citizens’ sense of belonging 

and place identity but also on many aspects of the transformation to 

sustainability, as for example energy consumption or water management (cf. 

UN Habitat, 2011, 94f.; cf. WBGU, 2016, p. 167). Hence, urban form can be a 

strategic lever to manipulate the quality of life. But its capabilities in terms of 

climate adaptation are also linked to the local community. Due to constant 

change of the “urban environment, lifestyles and preferences of the urban 

population” there is no blueprint for the ideal urban form (WBGU, 2016. p. 

168). It has to be figured out location-dependent and adjusted to the specific 

climatic, geographical, cultural and political context. The current agreement 

among planners is however that compact and mixed-use urban environments 

with an orientation towards walk-, bike-ability and public transport perform 

better in terms of per capita resource consumption and emissions (cf. UN 

Habitat, 2016, p. 37). 

The possibilities to alter the urban form in already built environments are 

limited, but especially settlements built around the 1960s or before are going to 

need significant maintenance because the lifetime of the fabric and critical 

infrastructure (e.g. sewer systems, streets) will reach an end in the next decades 

(cf. OF, 2019). But the limited lifetime of structures and the urgent need for 

adaptation to climatic changes opens an opportunity to renew areas to become 

flexible to lifestyles and environmental impacts. This requires locally adequate 

designs that take urban ecosystems and human-oriented interests into account; 

particularly (sub)urban renewal should consider the human scale, a term coined 

by Jan Gehl that puts the human being in the focus of planning instead of the 

sculptural qualities of structures (cf. Gehl, 2010). Due to global climate change, 
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climate adaptation is a necessary part of urban development. As such, it is also 

an endeavour which must be carried out in urban settlements all over the world. 

In the given case, the urban form was not changed significantly in terms of 

physical manipulation and not the entire town of Kokkedal was altered. Yet 

the blue and green interventions implemented follow the lines drawn above in 

terms of human scale and adaptation, and one can observe what may be called 

“the sculpting power of water […] in shaping […] urban form]” (Bunster-Ossa, 

2013, p. 306); at least on the playground, the town centre and the river valley. 

The accomplished project leaves green corridors, public gardens and a decent 

playground behind. While there is no far-reaching change in the urban form of 

Kokkedal i.e. no new buildings or plans for new districts, the stormwater-related 

interventions might have contributed to a new place identity and possibly a 

mindset change. The green areas and the refurbished town centre will from now 

on be part of Kokkedal’s new urban form and history. The completion of the 

project also approves the will of local policy to advance the transformation to 

sustainability in the scope of the municipality. 

4.2.2 Adaptation to climate change 

The adaptation to climatic changes is the most evident transformative field of 

action in the present context as is called Klimatilpasning, which is Danish for 

climate adaptation. Yet its implementation is complex and far-reaching. 

Adaptation to climate change means to adjust to changing living conditions. 

These may be induced by direct effects like extreme temperatures, drought or 

flooding; but also indirect effects causing constraints to e.g. food supply, or 

crucial infrastructure such was water or electricity systems (cf. WBGU, 2016, 

168f.). Due to the density of people and structures, climate change hits cities 

with higher impact than rural areas. Consider two examples. (i) Sealed surfaces, 

little greenery and (high) structures alter the dynamics of water, air and particle 

flows. A heavy rain may therefore cause flooding in a city while the water would 

infiltrate in a rural zone with more open soil areas. (ii) Cities located on 
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coastlines are threatened by rising sea levels. Here it becomes clear that climate 

change can also imply economic crises (consider port and industrial facilities 

located in shore vicinity17). The challenges climate change poses are manifold 

and eventually affect virtually all aspects of human life. Only when exactly and 

to which degree is an uncertainty for politicians, planners and businesses. 

As mentioned earlier, Kokkedal qualifies as a generation-one project which 

infers that it pioneers in the local context and may have set off a learning 

process in Denmark. It represents in a small scale what is going to be crucial in 

following projects and the long-term process of building up resilience 

respectively. Unfortunately, the assessment reports are written in Danish and 

therefore largely inaccessible for potential imitator-towns or municipalities that 

face similar issues. 

Climate change adaptation is also a challenge of risk management. The 

managerial challenge is hereby wide-ranging. It lies in organising relevant 

experience from past interventions; private and public bodies’ capabilities in 

implementing them to new localities; and topical scientific expertise to meet the 

needs of the civil population in the view of environmental change. All this takes 

place under inherent uncertainty how exactly, when and to which extent 

climatic changes will occur in a given region. Kokkedal’s scheme was a fairly 

manageable project due to its small scope, yet, as shown before climate 

adaptation including added value requires to find new ways of organising, 

collaborating and communicating among institutions, firms and individuals 

from different backgrounds (cf. Lund & Sehested, 2016, 10f.). 

The development of new means of urban water management is receiving more 

and more focus in the Danish but also international context (cf. Backhaus, 2012; 

                                       
17 “Two-thirds of all cities worldwide with a population of more than 5 million are located within 

coastal areas of less than 10 m elevation.” McGranahan, Balk, and Anderson (2007) cited in Birkmann, 

Garschagen, Kraas, and Quang (2010, p. 186). 
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Ellis, 2013; Fryd et al., 2012; Liu & Jensen, 2018). One approach is largely 

surface-based and utilises the given topography: 

“[T]he use of the urban landscape for transforming […] into a more cyclic 

approach where water supply, drainage, and ecosystems are treated as part 

of the same system, mimicking more natural water flows.” (Liu & Jensen, 

2018, p. 127). 

Such approaches are called water sensitive urban designs (hereinafter WSUD).18 

Those parts where WSUDs allow for green corridors with natural areas 

including flora and fauna are called green infrastructure. This can be used as 

supplement to existing water management systems and help to reach water self-

sufficiency, to reduce tap water consumption, clean stormwater runoff or to 

protect the environment (cf. ibid, p. 132 & cf. Gill et al., 2007, p. 116).  

                                       
18 Common other terms are sustainable urban drainage systems, low impact development or sponge 

city. 

Image 2: Main dewatering principle in the Kokkedal climate adaptation plan. Both the small and large dimensioned 

basins are equipped with a throttled discharge outflow. This means that water in the basin will slowly run-off into 

the next water conveying or retaining element. In case of a rain event which exceeds the basins’ capacities, the 

water overflows and is again guided downstream to a bigger basin and eventually into the river. This does only 

supplement but not replace the existing separated sewer system which is still in use for water conveyance (cf. 

Fryd & Jensen, 2018, p. 9). Image taken from Fryd & Jensen, 2018, p. 11. 
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The project area of Kokkedal makes use of the prevalent sloping topography 

and displays a modest green infrastructure, whereas its impact is comparably 

small in terms of rainwater management since most of the water is dealt with 

in the river valley (cf. OF, 2019). 

Hence, although the intervention’s benefits from flood adaptation stem from 

retention and detention system (image 2) and not from an extensive WSUD 

including a connected system of green areas, the project meets the goal of flood 

protection caused by heavy downpours. Furthermore, it showcases a number of 

small interventions19 which represent the alternative approach of water 

management which might inspire future projects. The transformative field 

adaptation to climate change is essentially about maintaining a high quality of 

life regardless of changing environmental conditions. Minimising risks and 

improving resilience is an abstract goal which can be achieved in multiple ways, 

depending on the location, available resources and political will. These ways are 

often new territory both for local governments, planning authorities and other 

parties involved. In the presented project, WSUD as a mindset seems to be 

integrated in the local planning, which is where it must be present as a concept 

to unleash its potential for climate adaptation (cf. Ellis, 2013, p. 39). 

4.2.3 Mind shift 

As noted earlier (1.4), to transform something means to make a change in form, 

nature or appearance. However, physical transformation is preceded by a 

transformation in people’s minds when we assume that any action is preceded 

by an intention. When the fundamental view in a given science is changing, the 

term paradigm shift is often used. On a broader level, one may speak of a 

mindset shift when attitude towards something is fundamentally changing. It is 

a necessary precondition for societal change and can take years, at least one 

generation according to Ole Fryd (cf. OF, 2019). Although scientists have been 

                                       
19 See appendix D. 
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warning of the consequences of anthropogenic climate change for years, it seems 

to take blatantly obvious events to create awareness and to call for a change in 

action on the political, economic and business plane. 

Although climate change denial is not a common disposition in most parts of 

the world, there is still a gap between realisation of the urge for action, and 

action itself. In the context of urban development and renewal, there is also a 

“lag-time between scientific knowledge and legal system” which marks an 

impairment for new discoveries and projects (OF, 32:22). Building up urban 

resilience requires material changes in the urban environment, but this 

commitment must be anchored in the legal system as well. The fact that climate 

adaptation intervention on the communal and city-level are carried out in co-

operations of the public and private sector suggests that a change of mindset is 

in process. In this context, Birkmann et al. (2010) emphasise the governance 

aspect and point out the need for 

“a paradigm shift in terms of moving from the adjustment of 

physical structures towards a more integrative perspective — also 

encompassing the adaptation of planning and governance structures 

themselves […].” (2010, p. 202). 

It appears reasonable that, analogue to the global climate system itself, the 

adaptational processes to its changes are complex and all-encompassing, too. 

Looking at separate interventions to climate change adaptation may be 

inspiring and useful on a small scale. In order to cause transformational and 

sustaining change however, an appropriate mindset from individual up to the 

governmental level is necessary. 

The reviewed literature on Klimatilpasning Kokkedal and the dialogues with 

the selected experts suggests that the crucial state of mind was in principle 

prevalent. Although the concept of green infrastructure was not exhausted, the 

general commitment to water sensitive urban design can be clearly seen in the 
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case study. The corresponding mindset can also be seen in separate 

interventions and in the fact that real estate companies whose property is 

unaffected by river overflow (due to higher elevation) still contributed 

financially to the project (cf. OF, 2019). 

Although a single source must not be generalised, the interview with Mehmet 

Serbest, at least, indicates an understanding of what is at stake for the local 

civil society. He acknowledges the financial efforts taken because he is convinced 

of the return on investment in the short term through the added value, and 

eventually in the long-term benefits through flood protection (cf. MS, 2019). 
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5 Insights 

5.1 Findings 

The previous chapters have shown the following. The ongoing change of the 

global climate system poses the most serious threat to human existence as we 

know it. An extensive amount of scientific assessments, reports and estimates 

regarding the consequences of climate change for ecosystems has been 

completed. This is continually updated and expanded by institutions like the 

IPCC, programmes of the UN and other councils, organisations and institutions; 

partly with specific focus on urban populations (cf. i.a. IPCC, 2014; UN DESA, 

2018; UN Habitat, 2016; WBGU, 2016; WCED, 1987). The challenges posed by 

climate change also receive attention from the business- and non-governmental 

sectors (cf. i.a. C40 Cities, Rambøll, n.d.; Jægerfelt, 2018; McKinsey & C40 

Cities, 2017; Sumner, 2012). Sudden and slow disasters with direct and indirect 

effects are threatening, and are further going to threaten individuals, 

communities, cities and economies. Eventually, engaging to adapt to the 

continuously changing climate on all social, economic and political sectors is 

necessary to maintain humanity’s quality of life. 

It has been shown that there are arguments for climate adaptation found in the 

field of environmental philosophy. If we accept that caring for each other and 

future beings is a fundamental feature of our species, climate change adaptation 

becomes a moral obligation. This is in line with the basic principle of 

utilitarianism: act in a way so that your action begets good consequences. The 

utilitarian idea raises difficult questions about equality and (re)distribution of 

utility. Its basic principle is furthermore contested: taken to its extremes it 

would create undesirable practical outcomes. However, the guideline think 

about any action’s consequences can be helpful in the realm of sustainable 

urban development including climate adaptation. 

Furthermore, a claim has been made based on the values of nature. Regardless 

whether people conceive nature, i.e. everything not-human or not human-
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created, as intrinsically or instrumentally valuable is of secondary importance 

because either way, the planets ecosystems must be protected for the sake of 

their life sustaining properties. This is suggested because natural ecosystems 

provide the basis for human existence. Clean air and water, fertile soil, and 

materials are the very fundamentals that allowed for the development and 

dispersion of human societies across the planet, and the living standards we 

have. Consuming, reducing and contaminating those fundamentals to a degree 

where restoration and recovery is impossible, or takes too long to sustain human 

consumption, is diminishing the quality of life of all humans in the long run. 

The actions of human societies must therefore take place within planetary 

boundaries to avoid the crossing of tipping points. However, greenhouse gas 

emissions and destruction of ecosystems accelerates the dynamics in the global 

climate that leads to detrimental consequences. Both extreme weather events 

and changes in ecosystems on the surface affect people’s welfare (e.g. the 

availability and accessibility of drinkable water). Hence, the non-human world, 

call it nature, is hence something that should be assigned instrumental value at 

least, because it is sine qua non for the life that people want to live; at least at 

this current point in time. At the moment, there is neither technology nor means 

for the whole population to lead a decent life on a planet with harsh climate, 

whether on earth or another planet. Concluding, it is not possible to balance 

out the shortcomings of humanity’s poor handling of nature with technology, 

as the concept of weak sustainability suggests. 

The need for sustaining nature’s values is hence the rational consequence for 

the time being. This requires two things: (i) A fundamental change, call it great 

transformation, of human behaviour towards the impacts on ecosystems and 

climate; and (ii) to guarantee adaptations to the current and upcoming threats 

due to pollution and meteorological manifestation of climate change which are 

already in process. 
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It can be concluded that based on the present state of knowledge, engaging in 

climate change adaptation bears more potential to maintain peoples’ quality of 

life compared to inertia. 

The Great Transformation towards sustainability, or to maintain quality of life, 

on a global scale is the collective task of mankind and a holistic endeavour. 

Cities are places of high density, resource and energy consumption. 

Consequently, they bear the chance to implement solutions of efficiency and 

adaptation for many sectors. As urbanisation is a global trend and cities 

determine whether the great transformation succeeds because cities consume 

and exhaust in great dimensions, sustainable urbanisation as a subset is an 

essential lever to contribute to. 

This thesis considered the urban transformation on the local level; presented by 

the example of the climate change adaptation project in Kokkedal. 

The suburb showcases on a small scale the challenges of comprehensive climate 

adaptation with a set of outcomes. With a focus on flood protection as a 

consequence of heavy downpours, the project represents a cooperation with 

institutional and business-economic actors. The number of owners, sponsors and 

contractors in the project made the organisation a managerial challenge where 

different backgrounds, interests and mindsets had to be aligned with the overall 

goal of flood-proving an area with flood-risk while aesthetically and socially 

lifting the town centre. 

Kokkedal is a generation one project that does not exhaust the opportunities of 

WSUD. It is rather an extension of the existing sewer system, makes use of the 

sloping topography and incorporates green infrastructure mainly for 

recreational reasons. Several reasons can be found for the modesty of 

interventions from a hydrological point of view. The main reason is that 

interventions have been done mainly on public land. Including private estate 

owners more thoroughly and enabling them to contribute more on a legal, 

practical and financial basis could improve decentralised water management 
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even further.20 Moreover, as a pioneering project, there are also risk in 

experimenting with LSM methods on a larger scale. 

Being an added value climate adaptation, the social benefits sought after in the 

design play a significant role. Subsequent to the implementation, more people 

are now staying in the public spaces. The public playground, gardens, green 

corridors and the river valley are endorsed by residents and the academic 

assessment reports alike. The project is widely seen as successful, inspiring and 

encouraging to other communities. 

The adaptation plan can be regarded as transformative in multiple ways. 

Although modestly, it created a marked change in the urban form and space 

use, that is, the physical environment of the town. The climate adaptation 

aspect is of course the most notable transformation in the small settlement. 

Whether or not it holds what the design promised will be revealed at the next 

heavy rainfall if no damage occurs to people, infrastructure and buildings. 

Furthermore, it has been suggested that a very important transformation has 

taken place in an intangible dimension. The shift of mind, i.e. the conviction of 

climate adaptation’s relevance was pointed out by the author. Supporting this 

claim is the fact that multiple entities from different backgrounds (the 

municipality, funds, utilities, welfare-oriented institutions) supported the 

project by means of financial contribution despite the pioneering nature of the 

endeavour. It can be speculated that the successful completion of the project 

has triggered a shift in those peoples’ minds that were sceptical about climate 

adaptation with additional value on the local, or even metropolitan level.  

There is unseized potential to create better cities in engaging in added value 

climate adaptation. On the one hand, including more research on geographical, 

hydrological and biological characteristics of the given space, for example, can 

improve the outcome in terms of ecosystem services; including social scientists 

                                       
20 E.g. through collected rainwater on the property and using it for irrigation and home 

uses like toilet flushing and showering; the implementation of green roofs. 
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and residents, may improve the added value aspect. One the other hand, 

engaging in climate adaptation as a multi-stakeholder endeavour benefits the 

private companies which can built new partnerships, but also to develop new 

methods that can be used in future projects and imply a competitive advantage. 

In the view of the WBGU-proposed framework of transformative fields of 

action, the climate change adaptation of the case study performs moderately in 

the area of urban transformation when all fields are considered. This is because 

significant changes have not been achieved in the majority of the transformative 

fields of action.21 However, this finding is no surprise since the project expressly 

addressed two issues only, namely flood protection and social uplift or 

improving the town life in general, respectively. In this regard, it is indeed 

transformative to a degree in urban form and urban space use, climate 

adaptation and it potentially contributes to urban health. Furthermore, the 

review of communication material on the project and the interviewees indicates 

that the adequate mindset is prevalent. The involvement of private, public and 

institutional organisations, which is a fundamental condition for comprehensive 

change, has been met as well. 

5.2 Limitations 

The biggest challenge in writing this thesis was to balance the breadth and 

depth as urban climate adaptation with additional value is a task that involves 

different strands of knowledge. In the bigger picture, global governance, 

economy and politics affect and are eventually affected by changing climate. 

Investigating such dynamics was not the topic of this paper, but it shall be 

noted that the challenges of climate change are not solved on the level of 

standalone interventions but in the agglomeration of actions worldwide. The 

                                       
21 These are: decarbonisation, energy a. climate protection; mobility a. traffic; urban form; 

climate adaptation; fight against poverty a. socio-economic disparities; urban space use; 

materials a. flow of goods; and urban health. 
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aphorism think global, act local captures the approach to this paper’s topic 

neatly. 

A basic understanding of nature, humans, responsibility and obligation from 

the philosophical observatory served as intellectual basis. A minimal 

understanding of natural sciences, hydrological functions, and ecosystems was 

also indispensable to understand Klimatilpasning Kokkedal. The topic 

comprises at least philosophical, environmental science, governmental, social 

and business economic aspects. To create a comprehensive assessment, not all 

fields could be explored in detail. Moreover, the focus of the paper also led to a 

reduction and simplification of the versatility of terms and concepts both 

philosophical and scientific. 

Conducting expert interviews was a fruitful method to obtain qualitative 

insights that could have not been found in this form in academic literature. The 

interviewees were selected to represent four perspectives the author regards as 

most relevant for this paper; a private-technical, a public-managerial, an 

academic-assessing and a civic-experiencing perspective. This research may 

have benefitted from more interviews and additional training and experience of 

the interviewer respectively. 

The selection of literature necessarily represents only an excerpt from a plethora 

of publications dealing with the broad topic of sustainable urbanisation, climate 

change adaptation, water management and liveable cities. While the general 

findings on the significance of climate adaptation are universal, the 

transferability of the insights from Kokkedal supplemented with interviews is 

limited within the boundaries of the single case study. Not least because the 

conditions in the Danish context cannot be assumed in other municipalities or 

towns in the rest of the world. Most notably the relative wealth in Denmark, 

the environmental consciousness and the availability of financial means, 

scientific and technological know-how necessary for such a project. 
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5.3 Discussion and wider context 

Accepting the idea that climate adaptation is a moral imperative because 

current generations owe it to their descendants can raise a discussion about 

obligation, responsibility and freedom. Today, the legal system restricts the 

freedom of individuals and corporate entities mostly in the way what they are 

not free to do, e.g. through bans, and only to moderate degrees that do not hurt 

the economy of growth. A discussion critical discussion about economic and 

other sacrifices for the sake of a safe future is hence called for. 

International institutions 

The EU directive on establishing a framework for community action in the field 

of water policy from the year 2000 is only one hint on the far-reaching 

importance of political action in the wake of more frequent natural disasters 

(cf. EU WFD, 2000). As the first companies go into insolvency as a consequence 

of anthropogenic climate change (cf. Buchter, 2019) and cities like Copenhagen 

prepare with avoidance plans for future flooding (City of Copenhagen, 2011; cf. 

The City of Copenhagen, 2012), it remains a mystery why not more climate 

action can be seen in global politics and economics. It is up for discussion 

whether it is the human’s inherent irrationality, myopia, market economy or 

capitalism in general that climate action in the political and business sector is 

rather slow in taking action. 

The International Monetary Fund has just proposed to implement a far-

reaching carbon-tax (Lagarde & Gaspar, 2019). As legal restrictions become 

stricter, one can imagine a development where businesses are required not only 

to passively contribute to lower environmental impacts, but to actively 

contribute to maintain or restore ecosystems, or to engage in climate 

adaptation. This scenario appears realisable. 

Utopia 

As a thought experiment, on could imagine a utopian future where a totalitarian 

state could force estate owners to implement green roofs, decentralised 
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renewable energy production, or sustainable urban drainage systems on private 

properties. Such a state (or global network of states) would furthermore oblige 

industry and businesses not to pursue individual maximising of profits but to 

invest all means in environmental protection, restoration and related technology 

to safe humanity and to -ideally- revert anthropogenic climate change. Such a 

scenario appears unlikely, but it presents food for thought. The fascinating 

discussion would be about where the respect for individual (and corporate) 

freedom ends for the sake of a safe future. There is further food for discussion 

how the responsibility for climate adaptation is spread, as early industrial 

economies account for more environmental impact compared to those that just 

started industrial production on a larger scale.  

Using more insights 

Totalitarian states forcing climate adaptation and environment protection on 

businesses may not be the best let alone the only solution to save the planet, 

but it is up for discussion whether the good will of individuals and businesses is 

enough to promote behavioural change in the present which serves long-term 

climate goals.22 A better way to achieve the great transformation towards 

sustainability might be to foster ‘good’, i.e. in this context sustainability-

promoting, behaviour. A mixture of iterative tightening of legal constraints 

regarding negative-impact business and subsidies for climate-friendly behaviour 

and business conduct could be a way to transform the economic system, given 

the political will accordingly. 

The notion to make use of behavioural insight to foster behaviour that is desired 

by individuals as judged by themselves, goes back to Kahneman and Tversky 

(2013). The application of insights from other fields of science, here psychology, 

is in this instance picked up by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 

and Development (OECD) to create corresponding policies to “tackle 

                                       
22 Consider these pithy examples: the continuous consumption of industrially produced 

meat, fast fashion and single-use items; the fixation on private cars; pricing for plane travels 

that train tickets often cannot compete with; etc. 
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environmental problems” (cf. OECD, 2017). More branches of science 

collaborating in the pursuit of the Great Transformation may be fruitful as the 

example above indicates. Along this line, the rather new science branch of urban 

ecology is precisely focussed on ‘integrating natural and social sciences to study 

local environments and their effects’ (cf. Grimm et al., 2008, p. 756). 

Behavioural science, neurology or artificial intelligence could be rather young 

and topical candidates to enrich prevalent sciences. 

Urban aesthetic sustainability 

A topic which receives a smaller share of attention in the debate of (urban) 

sustainability is the aspect of aesthetics. But beside the usual economic, 

environmental and social, the aesthetic aspect in urban context is also 

important, because aesthetics comprises more than being nice to look at. The 

appearance of the urban form has implications on a neighbourhood’s or town’s 

residents and aforementioned dimensions of sustainability (cf. Gehl, 2010, 4.8). 

Estates and neighbourhoods perceived as appealing, for example, obtain higher 

prices on the housing market. This humble economic consideration already 

creates interest in urban aesthetics on the side of investors (cf. Sonne, 2009, 

p. 190). In the context of decentralised rainwater management, Backhaus 

includes the individual aesthetic of any single LSM intervention as being 

important and proposes mixed uses, i.e. one use for dry times and one in case 

of rain (cf. Backhaus, 2012, pp. 24–28), while another report compares aesthetic 

performances of existing interventions (cf. Backhaus & Fryd, 2013). A detention 

basin can, to give an example, be a skate park in the mostly dry times and a 

pond in heavy rainy times. 

Connecting urban beauty and an urban-nature balance is already often achieved 

through restored stripes of nature in urban environments, e.g. parks. Including 

“sustainable urban aesthetics” as proposed by Sonne adds yet another 

requirement for urban planners (2009). It suggests to create quality and beauty 
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in architecture and to also acknowledge cultural requirements, besides 

economic, political or technical obligations (cf. Sonne, 2009, 191; 196). 

New neighbourhoods 

Climate adaptation is only one challenge among many. The concept to tackle 

several quests at the same time is sometimes seen in the development of new 

neighbourhoods. In the Danish context, Nordhavenen and Lynetteholmen are 

two examples, that do or are supposed to in the future, pay attention to urban 

aesthetic sustainability. In the Nordhavnen project which has already started, 

a deindustrialised area is transformed to become a bike- and pedestrian-friendly 

eco city (cf. By & Havn, 2009). Lynetteholmen going to be a neighbourhood on 

an area that is yet covered by water at the moment. It is going to provide 

residential housing, workplaces and flood protection at once, also emphasising 

the intention to become (cf. By & Havn, 2019). Such projects can only be carried 

out with innovative financing models and far-reaching cooperation between 

private and public sector. A crucial figure in such projects is the provision of 

affordable and social housing; here, new financing models are also in need to 

find a solution how cities can provide affordable and social housing (cf. Katz & 

Noring, 2017). 

5.4 Conclusion 

Whether or not nature is assigned intrinsic or instrumental value may not be 

crucial in daily practice if nature is assumed as a coherent global system that 

must be preserved to maintain the basis for life. Taking the concept of weak 

sustainability to an extreme which proposes to exploit non-renewable resources 

to create higher-value technology (or other capital which is expected to solve 

humanity’s problems) is not convincing, as the last decades have shown: 

Technology is far from providing for the rising population; still, people suffer 

from hunger and are subject to natural disasters without appropriate means of 

protection. In the long run, the whole system has to be changed completely to 
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reduce human’s accelerating impacts on the climate system, thereby including 

planet-wide change of individual behaviour, economy and governance. 

One significant part of this system change is to adjust the ongoing trend of 

urbanisation with the necessity of climate adaptation in mind to protect urban 

dwellers from natural disasters. That means adaptation to current and expected 

conditions, so the quality of life for urban residents is maintained. 

Additional value 

Adding a second value to the climate adaptation aspect is a way to increase its 

utility and to achieve two objectives in one effort. This may also be a possibility 

to make climate adaptation more attractive for both stakeholders involved and 

the residents concerned. In the given case, for instance, there was an 

organisation that supported the project financially for the sake of social uplift 

although it faced no immediate flood threat yet. 

Summarising, added value climate adaptations have a set of values: (i) the 

original or primary value which is the protection from critical weather events 

or slow climatic changes; and (ii) an additional value, e.g. in the form of social 

benefits, urban space aesthetics, recreation, education, organisational learning, 

innovation, etc. The implementation of climate adaptation with added value 

promises an overall continuity of utility, either by the added value, or through 

the primary intention of climate adaptation. Consider the figure 2 below. 

 

Figure 2: Visualisation of climate adaptation values on a timeline (t). 

The visualisation above illustrates the double-benefit of added value climate adaptation. The blue line 

symbolises the construction of the intervention, completed at t1. The yellow line indicates the start of 

the additional value, e.g. improved public space, public gardens, areas for contemplation, sports, or 

recreation. This value can be enjoyed immediately after the completion of the project. In t2, a natural 

t0     →t1   t2  t3     tn 
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disaster occurs. Thanks to the adaptation, the effect is not as bad compared to a scenario without 

adaptation efforts. Between t2 and t3, the added value may be diminished, but the value from climate 

adaptation is appreciated, e.g. no damage. After the disaster, the added value can be enjoyed again. 

This simplified illustration shows that monetary investments can create more utility when social 

aspects are included in a project. In the context of water management, LSM that includes public use 

was in Kokkedal the preferred option compared to an underground pipe-system. In such a case, the 

costs would be literally sunk until t2. Note, the points t2,3 and the period between are unknown 

occurrences in the future. 

Research answer 

While agreement on wanting to sustain the quality of life can be assumed, how 

this can be executed is a work in progress without a blueprint. The research 

question was therefore: How can climate adaptation interventions with 

additional value on a local level be transformative? The measures to adjust to 

climate change on a local level can be transformative by performing in 

transformative fields of action. The list quoted (2.3.4) may not be exhaustive, 

nor are all fields directly connected to climate change adaptation, but all of 

them contribute ultimately to urban sustainability. The contribution in the 

presented case study is considered moderate on an overall assessment but very 

fruitful within the boundaries of the project in terms of available space, budget 

and the fact that it is a generation one project and therefore pioneering. 

Furthermore, the case example is considered to signalise transformative impact 

in terms of a shift of mindset. Especially the appreciation of the case by involved 

parties23 on their communication channels indicates that there is a common 

goal to retrofit existing urban environments in the spirit of climate adaptation, 

urban liveability and urban resilience. It is concluded that the transformation 

in terms of prioritisation of resilience-promoting action is present in the given 

context and allowed the project to be carried out the way it was. 

Hence, Klimatilpasning Kokkedal contributes to the urban transformation as 

pioneering lead on the local level which may inspire follow-up projects on a 

smaller, equal or a bigger scale. The contractors gained additional experience 

                                       
23 E.g. Realdania, Fredensborg Kommune, Rambøll, Schønherr architects. 
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in the field of LSM and thereby increased their product portfolio, which in turn 

signalises a moderate shift from conventional methods to the new ones of WSUD 

on the business side. On the public side, the town of Kokkedal transformed 

from a suburb without much significance to a place known for its climate 

adaptation efforts. As one of the interviewees noted, while Copenhagen is known 

for its being the capital, and Humlebæk24 in the North for Denmark’s most 

famous art museum, Kokkedal is now known for its climate adaptation. The 

presented case study illustrates what challenges both managerial, technical and 

societal are closely linked to climate action, but also that building up urban 

resilience can serve more than this objective. These learnings should be 

considered in the planning of new or to be renewed settlements. 

The author of this thesis claims, based on the investigations in this paper, that 

urban development must simultaneously provide climate adaptation in the form 

presented above. Developing urban resilience with social added benefits that 

maintain what people value is thus considered a moral obligation for decision 

makers. 

This thesis aimed to answer how local level climate adaptation can be 

transformative to a degree that the scope of it allowed and explored multiple 

points of departure where the transformation can begin and thrive even on a 

small, suburban level. In doing so, this paper also represents a modest attempt 

to make an argument in favour of added value climate change adaptation. This 

claim entails that future urban development morally implies that people commit 

on a scientific, public, private and social level, and with all available means, in 

order to sustain what people value. 

*  

                                       
24 Humlebæk is a town in the Fredensborg municipality with slightly below 10’000 

inhabitants. It is best known for the Louisiana art museum which attracts over half a 

million visitors per year (cf. Slot (Januar 5, 2016). 
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Appendix 

A. Glossary 

Adaptation : The process of adjustment to actual or expected climate and its 

effects. In human systems, adaptation seeks to moderate or avoid harm or 

exploit beneficial opportunities. In some natural systems, human intervention 

may facilitate adjustment to expected climate and its effects. (IPCC, 2014, p. 

5) 

Biomimicry is an approach to innovation that seeks sustainable solutions to 

human challenges by emulating nature’s time-tested patterns and strategies. 

(Biomimicry Institute, 2019) 

Climate change refers to a change in the state of the climate that can be 

identified (e.g., by using statistical tests) by changes in the mean and/or the 

variability of its properties, and that persists for an extended period, typically 

decades or longer. Climate change may be due to natural internal processes or 

external forcings such as modulations of the solar cycles, volcanic eruptions, 

and persistent anthropogenic changes in the composition of the atmosphere or 

in land use. Note that the Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(UNFCCC), in its Article 1, defines climate change as: “a change of climate 

which is attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the 

composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural 

climate variability observed over comparable time periods.” The UNFCCC thus 

makes a distinction between climate change attributable to human activities 

altering the atmospheric composition, and climate variability attributable to 

natural causes. (IPCC, 2014, p. 5) 

Detention , in the present context, means a delayed discharge. The water is 

discharges at a slow (throttled) rate. In a detention basin, the water is 

temporarily hold back and thereby stored until further conveyance. 
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Evapotranspiration  describes the process of water movement through a plant 

and evaporation from liquid to gaseous, in plants at its aerial parts. This process 

is endothermic, i.e. requires heat from the surrounding and is thereby cooling 

it. 

Governance, […] describes all ways in which individuals and institutions 

exercise authority and manage common affairs at the interface of the public, 

civil society and private sector. It comprises the mechanisms through which 

individuals, groups and official entities articulate their interests, exercise their 

legal rights, meet their obligations and mediate their differences. (from 

Birkmann et al., 2010; adapted from UNDP, 1997) 

Resilience: The capacity of social, economic, and environmental systems to 

cope with a hazardous event or trend or disturbance, responding or reorganizing 

in ways that maintain their essential function, identity, and structure, while 

also maintaining the capacity for adaptation, learning, and transformation. 

(IPCC, 2014, p. 5) 

Retention , in the present context, refers to the process of water disappearing. 

In landscape-based water management, this happens either through infiltration 

into the soil, or by evaporation, where water moves into the atmosphere. In a 

retention basin, the water eventually disappears. 

Sponge City is an unscientific term for urban areas which have the capacity 

of retaining large quantities of water.  

An urban heat island is an urban area with a higher temperature compared 

to rural or natural areas. This is due to human activity, precisely structures 

and materials which facilitate heat accumulation. 
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B. Original Quotes 

UN Habitat, 2019a. “Resilience refers to the ability of any urban system to 

maintain continuity through all shocks and stresses while positively adapting 

and transforming towards sustainability. Therefore, a resilient city is one that 

assesses, plans and acts to prepare for and respond to all hazards, either sudden 

or slow-onset, expected or unexpected. By doing so, cities are better able to 

protect and enhance people’s lives, secure development gains, foster and 

investible environment and drive positive change” 

Potthast, 2019, p 12. „Inwiefern können wir tatsächlich Natur gezielt und 

kontrolliert verändern – und wo entzieht sie sich genau dieser Manipulier- und 

Kontrollierbarkeit?“ 

Lund & Sehested, 2016, p. 5. ”[...] at samle og videreformidle de erfaringer, som 

skabes i projektet ’Klimatilpasning Kokkedal’ om proces og organisering.” 

Lund & Sehested, 2016, p. 23: ”Men det er vigtigt, at der opbygges en følelse af 

at være en vigtig bidragyder i forhold til, at projektet kan gennemføres.” 

Fredensborg Kommune, 2019. ”Visionen bag Klimatilpasning Kokkedal var 

derfor at bruge klimatilpasningen som en mulighed for at binde Kokkedal bedre 

sammen, skabe, nye aktive byrum og styrke bylivet.” 

Serbest, Mehmet, 2019. (Interview): ”[L]egepladsen er til børnene, og bønene 

samligner også voksene. Det er fordi da er nogle forældre de vill ikke sende deres 

børn alene til dette der sted som legepladsen det der er derfor de kommer med. 

Så står og bagefter snakker med andre forædre, det der er fordi de skaber også 

et fællesskab.[...] Det der er klimatilpasningen, det skaber også en sociale 

samlever” (MS, 05:55). 

Serbest, Mehmet, 2019 (Interview): ”På kort sigt er det alt for dyrt [...] men 

hvis man tænker på langt sigt, det er penge de refunderer automatisk. [...]. Der 

er mere fordele end ulemper.” (MS, 08:42 & 09:49) 
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C. Interview guide 
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D. Overview of distribution of sub-interventions in the 
climate adaptation plan 

Taken from: Dahl, 2018, p. 7. 
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